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Snow blankets Clemson;
Edwards cancels classes
By Steve Matthews
Editor in Chief
The first major winter storm of the
season barraged Clemson Tuesday, closing the university for only the third time
since 1967.
University President Robert C. Edwards
canceled all Wednesday classes. The decision, made at 5:30 a.m., was immediately
passed on to area television and radio stations.
"Travel conditions were very difficult,"
related Public Relations Director Melvin
Long, who communicated the news. "It
was far safer that classes were canceled."
Snow flurries hit upstate South Carolina
around noon Tuesday, but there was little
accumulation until mid-afternoon. By 3
p.m., all College of Education evening
classes had been called off by Dean Harold
Landrith of the College of Education and
Vice President for Academic Affairs Victor Hurst.
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Hurst said the education classes were
graduate courses attended by teachers
from Oconee, Anderson, and Pickens
Counties and that it would be dangerous
for them to travel to campus.
By 4:30 p.m., roads were icy, and travel
warnings had been issued by the National
Weather Service. The highway patrol
reported numerous accidents in the
upstate, almost all of which were minor.
Early evening brought sleet and frozen

rain in addition to the two inches of snow
accumulation.
Only a handful of departments kept
working Wednesday. The university switchboard was active around the clock to
pass on information on class closings.
The Physical Plant was at half strength.
The grounds crew cleared especially
dangerous streets and walkways on campus. "We're the ones who can't take a day
off," said Physical Plant Director Walter
Stone. "The university is in good hands."
Stone said that heating the campus was
not a problem because of a 30-day coal supply.
Serious power outages were reported by
Duke Power Co. in some areas, but Clemson was not affected. Problems were particularly severe in Greenwood and Abbeville.
Many schools, airports, factories arid
businesses closed because of the storm.
Planes were re-routed to Atlanta from the
Greenville-Spartanburg Airport. All area
high school basketball games were canceled.
Students took advantage of the rare
snowfall to pelt one another with snowballs
and to sled down Bowman Field and the
Clemson House hill on makeshift sleds.
Tuesday afternoon the Union Plaza area
became a battlefield for jubilant
snowballers. Groups of dorm residents
fired snowballs at unsuspecting students
attempting to enter Harcombe Commons
dining area.
Classes were canceled for a day two
years ago because of snow, but before 1977
bad weather had not disrupted the university since 1967, when a heavy ice storm
paralyzed the upstate.
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OLD GREEN TOM spent a very chilly Wednesday as one of the rare snowstorms hit
this area. The weather conditions were so bad that classes had to be cancelled for only
the third time in 12 years.

Neville tops final presidential list
By Leslie McMahon
News Editor
The search for a new university president has been narrowed to four candidates, including the current president of
the University of Maine at Orono
Howard Neville, who heads the 10,000
student university, is one of the four
finalists, United Press International
reported Saturday. The Tiger has confirmed this through independent sources this
week.
The exposure of Neville's candidacy
breaks a five-month silence on the identity
of potential candidates. University officials, however, continue to maintain a
"no comment" policy on individuals being
considered for the position.
Speculation on potential candidates
began as early as two years ago when
Senator Strom Thurmond recommended

Thomas Barton, president of Greenville
Technical College, for the position. The
unofficial announcement of Neville,
however, constitutes the first case in
which information of selection committee
proceedings have been released.
Two university committees have worked
since September to narrow the approximately 300 applicants and nominees down
to four. The Board of Trustees will make a
final decision which is expected around
April 1. Before the decision is made, each
candidate will be interviewed by the board
on campus.
Neville has neither confirmed or denied
his candidacy. He has been the president
of the University of Maine at Orono since
1973. In Maine, Neville is considered a lowkey individual but an effective fundraiser.
His most recent accomplishments include
acquiring funding for a campus hockey
rink, a theatre in the round, and a perform-

ing arts center.
In a recent interview with The Maine
Campus student newspaper Neville said,
"I could go around and meet students but
that would be false. Setting goals and
directions and emphasizing such things as
quality for the university are important."
On the other hand, he hand signs each
diploma reasoning that his diploma was
hand stamped which made him bitter, and
he does not want students leaving UMO
bitter.
Neville was born in Illinois and
graduated from the University of Illinois
in 1948. He received his Master of Business
Administration from Louisiana State
University and a Ph D in Economics from
the University of Michigan.
After several teaching positions, Neville
became the president of Claremont Men's
College in California in 1969. He followed
his stint in California with a faculty and

then an executive vice presidential position at the University of Nebraska which
he kept until he picked up his current position as presdent of UMO.
Responding to the release on Neville's
candidacy by UPI, university legal advisor and board secretary Adm. McDevitt
said, "We don't know how it came out. It
was attributed to Clemson officials but
that is inaccurate." He refused to verify
the report saying, "We make no comment."
McDevitt reemphasized the policy on
secrecy on the identify of the presidential
candidates. "Of course, when candidates
come to visit the university, we can't
guarantee their confidentiality." McDevitt
did "not know" whether Neville has
visited the campus.
"We thought the rumors originated up
there but the UPI story came out with a
Clemson dateline...It doesn't make a damn
bit of sense."
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Security walk to result in improved lighting
By Leslie McMahon
News Editor
Steps are being taken to improve
lighting on campus as a result of a "security walk" made by the university Security
Committee late Monday night.
The committee consists of four high
level university officials, one faculty
member, and three students. The officials
are Vice President of Physical Plant
Facilities Walter Stone, Director of Housing Manning Lomax, Associate Dean of
students Susan Delony, and Security Chief
Jack Weeden.
Student members are Myron Boyolan,
Chris Daggitt, and Patsy Siebert. Dr. Jenny Lacock is the faculty member.
Committee Chairman stone stated that
several areas on campus lacked sufficient
lighting although he said, "Overall, the
campus is probably as well lit as any college campus you will find."

According to Stone, several steps have
been taken to remedy and improve some of
the problem areas. During the walk, the
committee observed numerous standing
lights which were not lit. Stone said that he
has sent a memorandum to the electric
shop to "double check whether the lights
were turned out as a measure of energy
conservation or simply not functioning."
He has also advised the grounds department to remove or trim some of the older,
larger shrubs in areas where they impede
light or boarder closely on a sidewalk.
Stone cited shrubs located between Godfrey Hall and the fraternity quadrant as
particular examples. In areas where
shrubs are removed, the grounds department will relandscape replacing the plants
with dogwoods or low lying plants.
Committee members met at midnight on
Monday and walked through the campus
noting areas which were inadequately lit.
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After walking until 1:10 a.m., they toured
resident parking lots.
Areas which the committee cited as being inadequately lit were the walkway between Long Hall and Mauldin Hall, the area
between A-Section Johnstone and Tillman
Halls, the area behind Mell Hall continuing
through behind the YMCA, the steps between Norris and Bowen Hall, the area between the student government offices and
E-Section Johnstone Hall, and the
walkway in front of Sirrine Hall which
leads to the shoebox dorms.
Committee members also checked out
several areas of which complaints had
been lodged by students. Of those areas,
the sidewalk on either side of Brackett
Hall were described as adequately lit but
dark in comparsion to surrounding areas.
Several complaints had been received concerning the darkness of Bowman Field,
and the opinion was made that lighting the

field was impractical, and that students
traveling to or from the Clemson House
should use the lighted route provided.
In several instances, committee
members suggested that areas which were
of concern to students had the best possible
lighting and that the area surrounding the
walk gave rise to discomfort. These areas
include the bridge in front of the library
and the section of Palmetto Road leading
from Lee Hall to East Campus.
The Security Committee will meet next
Tuesday to discuss the results of the
security walk. Several resolutions will probably be forthcoming from the meeting.
Most of the members emphasized the
fact that students, if they must walk
through the campus at night, should
choose the best lit path. "You have to pick
your path," said Stone. "It is impossible to
light everything and there are direct
lighted pathways between any two places
on campus."
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City Hall office to remain in train station
By Susan Keasler
News Writer
Clemson city council unanimously passed a resolution authorizing the signing of
an agreement with Southern Railway to
rent the old train station for five years during Monday night action.
City Hall offices are currently located in
the old depot. These facilities were
established in January, 1974, when city officials signed an earlier contract with the
rail company. The Feb. 1, 1979 agreement
is basically a renewal of that signed in
1974, subject to no price changes. City Hall
rents for $240, plus property tax, annually.
The surrounding land area is not included
in the lease.
Council also unanimously approved a

resolution issuing new signature cards to
banks in the city and specified those council members authorized to sign.
Registered signers also include Mayor
Catherine Smith and Mayor Pro Tempore
Larry Abernathy.
3During the public session, Barbara Cutts,
who works with the senior Girl Scouts in
the Clemson area, reported that the
Christmas parade had become too large in
recent years for the scouts to continue
management.
A resident of the Golden View region
asked council to consider undertaking
maintenance of the street signs in that
community. The signs were paid for by the

residents.
Council reported that present plans are
to implement a new sign system over the
entire city. Pickens County has recently
purchased a machine for producing green
signs with white reflecting letters, and
Clemson already has invested $5000 for
making signs in conjunction with the county.
One Clemson citizen asked council to
consider reestablishing the procedure of
dumping leaves at private homes, upon request, instead of hauling them to the landfill in Central.
An employe of Capri's made a formal
complaint concerning the use of a trash

dumpster in the alley behind the
restaurant. Three businesses located in
that area own the dumpster, but other
neighboring establishments have been improperly using the service.
Mayor Smith announced her election to a
position on the Appalachian Council of
Governments.

Fire station plans, construction delayed
Construction has still not begun on the
new campus fire station despite the fact
that it was originally scheduled to be
operational for the fall of 1978.
Jerry Boyer, superintendent for planning and engineering for the Physical Plant,
gave several reasons for the delay. "First
of all, other jobs done by the Physical
Plant received a higher priority, such as
the work on the outdoor theater this summer. Then there was the dining hall conversion, and the central facility at Camp
Hope needed some work."
Boyer also said that the plans for the fire
station "just took longer than we had expected."
Plans for the new facility are just about
complete. According to Boyer, the plans

will be finished and presented for approval
within a week or so. "If everything goes
well, I expect we could begin constructionin four to six weeks."
As for who will construct the facility,
Boyer expressed a belief that Physical
Plant personnel will do the work. "The
plans are being drawn up with the idea
that the Physical Plant will do the work. Of
course, this is subject to; a certain

review.
When the fire station is complete, it will
house all of the fire fighting equipment.
Boyer said, "There will be room for six
pieces of equipment.", Those pieces include four fire fighting vehicles, the rescue
van, and the new ambulance.
The new fire station will be located on
Perimeter Road behind Lee Hall.

WANTED: News Writers

The Tigers' Pause
0pen24Hrs.

654-1945

Closed On Mondays

(Formerly Tigers'Bite Site)
Call-In Orders Or Orders To Go
SPECIAL PLATES
Baby Club (sliced chicken, bacon, lettuce and tomato)
Hot Turkey (with gravy)
Hot Pork (with gravy)
Hot Beef (with gravy)
Chicken Livers
V* Fried Chicken
Ms Fried Chicken
Minced Barbecue Plate
(all plates served with slaw or salad and French fries)

SANDWICHES
3.00
2.75
2.75
2.75
3.00
1.75
2.95
2.25

CHOICE STEAKS
2 Pork Chops
Hamburger Steak (smothered in onions 25* extra)
Delmonico Steak 8 oz.
Rib Eye Steak 8 oz.
T-Bone Steak 12 oz.
(all steaks served with french fries and slaw or salad)

3.50
2.50
4.95
4.95
5.95

3.50
3.25
3.25

Jumbo Shrimp
Fried Oysters
Sea Food plate

Fish Sandwich
Chuck wagon steak sandwich
Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato
Bacon and Egg
Chilli on Bun
Roast Pork
Roast Beef
Barbecue Pork (sliced
Barbecue Beef (sliced)
Barbecue Hash (minced)
Turkey

.95
1.05
.65
.65
1.20
1.30
.65
.60
.70
1.60
1.20
1.20

French Fries
Sm.60Lg.85

Onion Rings
Sm.75Lgl.00

1.00
1.20
1.20
1.60
.65
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20

Hush Puppies
Sm.75Lgl.00

TRY OUR SPECIALS

SEAFOOD
Shrimp in a basket
Perch Fillet
Flounder Fillet

Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Hot Dog
Corn Dog
Ham Sandwich
Ham and Cheese
Grilled Cheese
Egg sandwich
Cheese and Egg
Ham and Egg
Chick (patty)
Fried Chick Sand

3.50
3.50
3.50

(all plates served with french fries, slaw or salad and hush puppies)

Jumbo Hamburger
Jumbo Cheeseburger
Jumbo Hot Dog (with one) 1.30
Jumbo Ham
Jumbo Ham and Cheese
Jumbo Grilled Cheese
Jumbo Fish
Jumbo Turkey

1.60
1.70
(two) 1.95
1.95
2.05
1.30
1.65
1.95

Jumbo Chuck Wagon Steak
Jumbo B.L.T.
Jumbo Roast Pork
Jumbo Roast Beef
Jumbo Barbecue Pork (sliced)
Jumbo Barbecue Beef (sliced)
Jumbo Barbecue Hash (minced)
Jumbo Chilli on Bun

1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.30

(all specials served with french fries and slaw or salad) (Chilli 10c extra)

This Week's Special: V2 Fried Chicken $2.50 (Includes French Fries, Salad or Cold Slaw)
We Make Our Own Chili, Gravy, Mince Barbecue, Hash, Sliced Pork and Beef
**.'W'**«**» *'%'i'A'i'i'*-
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the tiger
Let's get with it
When it comes to campus problems, the administration seems to exhibit consistent symptoms of
fast talk and slow action. University officials bandy
and discuss possible problem solving ideas and then
announce their grandiose solutions. However, the
results are minimal and usually do not become activated until years later. Such cases can be easily
cited at Clemson.
The first discussions of the Tillman Hall renovation
began some 10 years ago. Look how far that project
has gone. The plans for the fourth classrooms, improved auditorium facilities, and better fire safety
standards have been on the drawing board for a little
over a year. The proposed construction, once said to
start in May, will not begin until July. This, of course,
is barring any unforeseen problems which would continue to further hinder the renovation efforts.
And what about the new fire station that was supposed to have been completed last fall? Do you want
to know where you can find that building? Try the
drawing boards of the Physical Plant. It has taken a
long time for those plans to become "finalized."
The long talked about upper deck on the stadium
has finally come true. However, even the construction
on this was late. In fact, workers are still tinkering on
this addition to Death Valley. Perhaps in this case the
administration can justifiably pass the blame on to
other causes, such as poor weather conditions or
slack construction schedules of late. Still the fact remains—the duck should have been finished long ago.
Better crosswalk conditions are the most recent
gripe that many people have. Over the years, complaints have abounded in this area, and again little
has been done to remedy the matter. Will it take
another serious accident before more time and effort
are put forth to improve the safety of pedestrians?
Look at the ambulance problems of last year. When
there was any need for such a service, an ambulance
would usually take anywhere from a few minutes to
an even longer time to get to the patient. The present
on-campus ambulance service offers care in a
minimal amount of time and has been proven effective. But, it took a long time and a serious accident
before anything was really done to get this service.
Better security has been a popular subject over the
years at Clemson. In an effort to investigate this problem, the administration has worked out the idea of
the "security walk." Several campus officials go on a
nighttime tour of the university grounds to seek out
those areas which area potentially hazardous. What is
the frequency of this security check? Once a year.
And what are the results? A few more lights in the
parking lots and other established walkways.
The list goes on and on. The administration's intentions are well meaning, and these officials are genuinely concerned for the safety and welfare of Clemson students. But in the future, more efforts should be
taken to insure realistic starting times for their plans.
The next step should be to enforce accurate beginnings.

SUBSCRIBE TO

the tiger

Pretty good aim, huh?

Letters
policy
The Tiger welcomes letters
from its readers on all subjects.
Please type letters, triple-spaced
on a 65-space line.
All letters. 200 words or
shorter, will be published after
unquestionably routine editing
! for grammatical and spelling errors), except in those cases in
which a letter is blatantly
obscene or potentially libelous.
In these special cases, if a maority vote of the Editorial Board
of the Tiger deems it necessarvy, a
etter will be withheld in part or
in full.
Authors of letters should sign
their letters, with their address
and phone number included. In
cases in which a letter has been
composed by more than one person, all authors should be listed,
with their addresses and phone
numbers.
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viewpoint
Proper forestry, wood use increasing
By Susan Keasler
Editorial Writer
Heightened awareness among worldwide populations on conserving and protecting natural resources is evident in
technological developments for the future
that attempt to utilize the cheapest, most
long lasting supply sources available.
Much of this emphasis stems from
various shortages experienced within the
past few years. Gasoline, water, and
energy shortages are among the most recent examples besides spiraling prices
that caused problems in American homes.
The U.S. Forest Service estimates there
are 500 million acres of commercial forest
in the country. A commercial forest can
produce, at a minimum, more than 20
cubic feet of wood bier per acre annually.
Only about 200 million — approximately
one acre for each American — of the total
forest acres are actually commercially used.
Early in January the Department off
Agriculture introduced a proposal concerning future uses of our nation's forest
lands. The 62 million acres affected include land in roadless areas scattered
among national forests and grasslands.
This proposal would add 15.1 million
acres of public forest land in 38 states —
5,891 of these in South Carolina — and
Puerto Rico, open more than 36.1 million
acres of national forests for "multiple
uses", and preserve 10.8 million acres for
further research and planning before a
decision is made on their future use.
Any action affecting so much publicly
owned property requires extensive study
and consideration. Studies show that less
than four per cent of national forest
visitors use wilderness regions and that
demands for dispersed recreation, with
minimal sanitary facilities and roads, is
increasing.
The Tennessee Valley Authority is investing $109,000 this winter in interest-free
loans for families buying and installing
woodburning stove to reduce energy consumption, high heating costs, and kilowatt
use. According to the New England office
of the U.S. Department of Energy, wood
(Could replace 50 per cent of a particular
fuel oil used for heating by 1985.

Wood, which was originally America's
primary energy resource, once again offers itself as a possible major fuel supply.
Under proper management the quantity of
wood produced is nearly infinite.
"Multiple use" of forest lands includes
provisions for recreational areas and
facilities, timber cutting on rotation of
tract basis, and maintenanced a suitable
habitat for wildlife, or in some cases,
livestock grazing.
Congress should designate certain areas
across the nation as wilderness regions for
several reasons. Some scenic areas have
become tourist attractions; other locations
are simply inaccessible. However, considering Americans' present uses of forest
lands, and increasing need for forest products, multiple-use management on large
amounts of public forest lands, to produce
more wood for commercial and private
use, would offer several economical, environmental and conservative benefits.
Private landowners, in the last decade,

have relied more heavily than ever since
the "all-electric" era entered on cull
timber to aid in heating homes and small
buildings. Cull timber is rotten, dead,
poorly structured, commercially
undesirable trees. Removing cull wood
from a forest allows the surrounding trees
better light and space for stronger growth.
The USDA has developed programs for
timber stand improvement (TSI) offering
guidance on planting trees, accelerating
growth of preferred tree species, and improving the quality of individual trees.
These programs are available to small,
private forestry operations so that increased wood use will occur in actions besides
commercial business ventures.
Air pollution must also be considered in
the wood burning question. In large cities
with dense housing, it is conceivable that
pollution might worsen. It has been found,
however, that in rural and suburban areas,
wood burning poses fewer air pollution
problems than coal and many types of fuel
oil.

Some volatile substances are produced
in the burning process, but their health
hazards are not known. The sulfur content
in wood is low. Although carbon dioxide is
produced by wood burning, it is released in
the same amount by naturally decaying
wood.
Many individuals have expressed concern that the axe and saw will destroy
wildlife habitats. Application of sensible
forest management concepts can mutually
benefit wildlife habitat management programs. Clear cutting will create more
open space areas and an "edge" for more
browse, which will benefit some species
extremely. Prescribed burning of wood
residues is useful in rapidly regenerating
wildlife habitats.
Moderation is the solution to problems
caused by forestry techniques that
adversely affect wildlife. Some hollow tree
trunks and stumps need to be retained for
nesting animals. Residues should
sometimes decay naturally to restore
nutrients to the soil.
With increased use, wood will become
more expensive to find, harvest, and
transport, Firewood co-ops, tied to TSI
programs, would keep transportation
costs low, increase wood supplies, and improve the income of farmers with timber
stands.
Establishing a large percentage of forest
lands for multiple-use forestry techniques
would meet many recreational, industrial,
and economical needs of Americans.
These practices are the best alternative to
eliminate existing wood shortages. The
percentage should remain flexible,
though, in order to adapt to changing circumstances.
Reserving acreage until further study
and analysis allows planning for the most
efficient program of the land is wise, also.
This area could be used for testing new
procedures as they are developed.
As W. D. Hagenstein, executive vice
president of the Industrial Forestry
Association in Portland, Oregon, said, "Industry supports the maintenance of a
quality wilderness system, but the emphasis should be on quality, not quantity."
Proper Forest management will allow an
increasing wood supply to meet growing
demands, while still leaving recreational
areas and a natural environment.

letters
Rice not
like that
This ^letter is written in
response to an article which appeared in The Tiger (Jan. 26) on
Jim Rice, who recently spoke
here.
Mr. Rice, who was chosen the
American League's most
valuable player in 1978, spoke
about how to achieve success as a
professional athlete today.
Although he was coherent, spoke
clearly, and showed a most
desirable quality in his confence
and ease at the podium, The
Tiger review was entirely
negative, showing the reviewer's
pne-sideedness.
While Mr. Rice has some opi-

nions perhaps not everyone
holds, his belief in the family, his
feelings about drinking, and his
ideas about common-sense thinking were exemplary, especially
for children.
The comment was made, "If
they (kids) only knew what their
hero acted like, they most certainly would find a better hero
than the spoiled, immature
Anderson native."
I feel that this was an insensitive and irresponsible thing to
say, as well as an affront to Mr.
Rice's manhood. In fact, the entire article sought only to find one
fault after another in Mr. Rice,
and who is the reviewer to attack
Mr. Rice's personality?
It is my hope that future sports
editorials in The Tiger will be
written more f arily than this one.
Keith B. Russell

No parking
on field
The solution Mike Ozburn submitted for converting a portion of
Bowman Field into a parking lot
is unacceptable. Several years
ago the same or a similar proposal was made and rejected
after citizens and students of
Clemson raised hell over the
destruction of the university's
"front lawn".
If this (converting Bowman
Field) should go through, there
would be a significant loss of
recreational space for students.
Also, Homecoming displays
would have to be made at a point
far back from the road, making

them less accessable to viewing
and eliminating available space
for their construction.
In addition, people already use
the grass down by the Bookstore
to park. If a parking lot is built,
this may encourage more people
to park on the grass. For these
reasons, Mr. Ozburn's proposal is
unacceptable.
A much more equitable solution would be to build a parking
garage that is five to seven
stories high. Such a facility could
be placed in almost any of the existing parking lots; thus, we
could expand available parking.
Such a garage would not be an
eyesore as an additional concrete
and asphalt desert would be.
Such a building could be built to
blend in with the sorrounding

facilities along the lines of the
master plan.
The university's staff, faculty,
and student populations have
been steadily increasing over the
years, and it is inevitable that
parking facilities will be increased. However, it is ridiculous for
the university to keep building
large, flat parking lots for a
single layer of cars. If this continues, we will have parking
facilities a mile from campus.
Let us not build another concrete and asphalt desert on our
front lawn. If we need to build a
new parking lot, let us instead
build a parking garage and save
our surrounding real estate in its
natural state.
Douglas Sherrill
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Computer science major
held for state approval
By Tisha Barnhill
News Writer
Proposals for a new computer science.
major and a master's program in computer science have been approved by the
faculty and have been sent to the Commission of Higher Education for approval.
"We're awaiting approval by Columbia.
We have asked for permission to begin offering the major in the fall," said Dr. Joe
Turner, acting head of the computer
science department. "We're ready to go
ahead and start it in the fall."
Plans for the new major were begun in
response to requests on the part of
students for more intensive work in computer science. In the past, students majoring in mathematical sciences could choose
computer science as one of nine optional
sets of courses to provide them with an introduction to an area where mathematics
is applied.
"Many students were very interested in
computer science and wanted a major that
allowed them to concentrate more in computer science," Turner said.
Another reason for the decision to begin
this major was the high demand in the job
market for majors in computer science.
According to Turner, the computer science
department has made a conscious effort to
design the program so that it will be a help
to those going into the job market upon
graduation. He said, "Now there are far
more jobs than there are graduates to fill
them."

For those interested, the department
will also help set up graduate programs.
Turner said the department also has sent
the proposal for the master's program at
Clemson to Columbia for approval.
"If the program is approved in the fall,
we will expect some graduates in
December and more in May," he said. The
department has been trying to work with
students as much as possible to help them
plan their curricula around this possibility.
According to Turner, these students are
planning their schedules so that if the major is approved by the fall they can
graduate with degrees in computer
science. If not, they will still be able to
graduate in another major.
"There are also new degrees in computer engineering at the bachelor and
master levels," Turner said. These majors
are being established by the electrical and
computer engineering departments.
"Computers are everywhere these days,
so there are opportunities in many different fields," he said. Each person in the
program will have to have outside emphasis in an area that will be applicable.
"A very few jobs deal with the computer
itself; most are in an applicable field, such
as textiles and manufacturing," Turner
said. "We feel students do need some
familiarization in areas outside computer
science." He feels that students are attracted to the area of computer science
because they can "work at many different
kinds of problems in many different
areas."

Photo by Hatfield

A STUDENT USES the computer center video display terminal. A computer science major has been proposed by the university.
If the program begins next fall, Turner
said 50 graduates are projected for the
first year. "We expect that to increase to
well over 100 majors within three or four
years," he said.
"We are now in the process of interviewing candidates for the post of department
head. We will probably have one by the
middle of March." About the number of
people who have applied for the job,
Turner said, "We think we have had an
adequate number of applicants. We feel we
got some good applicants."
For those interested in a computer

science major/Turner said, "While this is
a very attractive field as far as job opportunities and salaries are concerned, it
requires much hard work. We're always
happy to talk to students who think they
may be interested.
"We try to work out courses that can be
used in this major or another major. This
is not hard at all for freshmen and
sophomores, but it becomes a little more
difficult at the upper levels," he said.
"It's still a case of not knowing when
we're going to have it or if we're going to
have it," he said.

\\\\ w/s/^

Southwire is an innovative company
because of innovative people who are
constantly searching for increased
productivity through superior
technology. It is because of these
employees that Southwire is now one of
the largest producers of electical wire
and cable in the industry.
Our technological accomplishments
have enriched our company and have
provided the environment for our
growth. We expect a healthy growth rate
wfthin the next decade as we add new
products to our expanding market area.
Southwire's continuing program of
growth and expansion in countries
worldwide will result in new jobs of all

types for which we will search out and
hire young, aggressive employees. It is
because of this policy that we actively
support our colleges and universities to
ensure a constant flow of intelligent and
ambitious graduates.
Won't you consider joining us by
choosing a career in one of the most
exciting companies in the South?
We will be visiting your campus on

February 16, Friday
and are eager to meet with you to
discuss the opportunities available at
Southwire. Please register at your
college campus placement office.

SOUTHWIRE
©©[fflP&OT
Carrollton. Georgia
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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College Bowl winners to attend regional finals
By Pam Garrett
Features Writer
In all intercollegiate sports, Clemson is
well represented, and thousands of proud
students, alumni, and fans set attendance
records to cheer their Tigers to victory.
But not everyone is a great sprinter,
weighs 300 pounds, or swims like a fish.
Some possessors of hidden talent at
Clemson will push their books aside and
travel to Tennessee to represent Clemson
in the Association of College UnionsInternational regional tournaments. Par-

ticipating schools from South Carolina,
North Carolina, Virginia, and Tennessee
will compete to earn a trip to the national
tournament.
Campus ACU-I tournaments were held
at Clemson Jan. 20-25. Participation offered an opportunity to receive recognition
for non-athletic skills.
Jack Larkins, winner of the backgammon competition, purchased books on the
game to learn the finer points of its
strategy. Many persons claim "winners
are luck," but Jack feels his homework
pulled him through in the tough moves.
The other tournament winners include
Mike Haun, Peter Hudson—chess; Kirby

Alexander, Teresa Martin—table tennis:
Fred Toulmin, Chumpon Sujarit—table
tennis; Bill Anderson, Wayne Ignatuck—billiards; Daniel Hutton, Bob
Steen—frisbee; and Richard Cotty, Billy
Anglin—football.
Members of the men's and women's
bowling teams will represent Clemson in

Lost? Found? Selling?
The Tiger's Classified Ads
Are Free To Students.

the bowling competition.
Accompanying the ACU-I winners are
College Bowl winners Ken Suman, Jeannie
Drwyer, Jerry Whittle, Bill Redwood, Alan
Raflo, and Bryan Broadus. This group also
sacks a trip to the.national tournament.
Competition will be at the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville Feb. 8,9, and 10.
MICHELIN *MICHEUN«MICHEUN*

Don's Tires, Inc.
103 N. Clemson Ave.

654-5072

Highway engineers to install
caution lights at crosswalks
After five months of committee
meetings and correspondence with the
State Highway Department, the university
has announced plans for the installation of
overhead caution lights at the controversial crosswalk leading to the Clemson
House.
According to Vice President for
Development Stan Nicholas, Cyril Busby,
district traffic engineer for the Highway
Department, met with officials on campus
early this week. The group reviewed and
approved plans to install overhead
flashing lights on both side of the
crosswalks which are located in front of
Sikes Hall.
Vice President for Business and Finance
Melvin Barnette, Assistant Master Planner Mark Wright, and Dr. Jim Strom formed the committee which met with Busby.
Other possible improvements in the area
of the crosswalk are currently being

studied. Nicholas assigned Master Planner Bob Eflin, Superintendent of Planning
and Engineering Jerry Boyer, Student
Body President Mike Ozburn, and Wright
to study a proposal which Ozburn submitted earlier in the year.

,„ bicycles
hfobhttnt
of clemson
-654-6821COMPLETE SERVICE
Bikes • Accessories • AAopeds

107EARLEST.

DOWNTOWN

TIGERS BITE SITE

BECOME A
COLLEGE CAMPUS DEALER
Sel I Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest
prices. High profits; NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED.
For details, contact: FAD Components, Inc.
65 Passaic Ave., P.O. Box 689, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006

llene Orlowsky 201-227-6800

114 College Avenue

Delivery Service
5:00P.M.-10:00P.M.

654-4355

Wine By The Glass And Half Bottle
Beer By The Glass or Pitcher. Can Beer To Go.
Monday-Wednesday Special 6:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
Buy a Basket of Shrimp or Oyster Cocktail and Get A Pitcher Of
Bud For $1.00.

Now Serving Hot Lunches From 11:00-2:00 P.M.
Meat, Vegetables, and Desert

NOW SERVING ICE CREAM

YOUR VALENTINE
WILL LOVE IT!
Order the romantic FTD
LoveBundle" Bouquet.
Call or visit us today.
We send Valentine's
Week flowers al
most anywhere,
the FTD way.

$15.00

SEND OR TAKE HOME
OUR FTD

LOVEBUNDLE
BOUQUET
UNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL

HURRY!
'Valentine's Day is
Wednesday, February 14.

(GREEN LEAtf
FLOWERS

654-2112
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Students take advantage of longer library hours
By David Baxley
News Writer
A large number of students have taken
advantage of the recently extended library
hours, but few have stayed to the new 1
a.m. closing time.
After tabulating the figures gathered
last semester, it was determined that approximately 180 students per night used
the library after 11 p.m., but only about 15
to 20 per cent of those students remained
past midnight.
Acting Circulation Librarian Larry
Wood said, "I think things have been working smoothly because of student cooperation, and the hiring of additional staff has
made it successful."
The additional staff consists of three
security guards from the Crowe Security
Agency who are on duty after the regular
staff leaves at 11 p.m. In addition to the
guards, a student employe remains at the
exit desk.
Wood also stated that it would be appreciated by the library staff if those who
wanted to check out books would do so
before the circulation desk closes at 11
p.m. to avoid the rush that often occurs at
this time. Wood also stated that the
regular library rules of no eating, drinking, or smoking except in the student
lounge were to be continued during the ex-

tended hours.
"We have not had much trouble with the
eating and drinking, but there are occasions when cans and bottles are found
throughout the library in the morning,"
stated Wood.
When this program was started, Student
Body President Mike Ozburn remarked
that it would be a pilot program and if the
library were not used there would be a
good chance that the same hours will not
be in effect next year.
On Nov. 5, 1978, university officials approved a trial extension of the Robert
Muldrow Cooper Library operating hours.
It. was decided to keep the building open
for research and study until 1 a.m. for the
remainder of the year.
The extension plan was proposed by the
executive branch of the student government and then approved by the president's
cabinet. Ozburn, Vice President for
Academic Affairs Victor Hurst, and Director of the Library John W. Gourlay finalized and implemented the plan.
The plan that is now in operation is a
variation of plans posed by past student
legislation.
"Previously the request had been for
library resources open with circulation
and reserve desks open," said Gourlay.
"This is a new proposal; we are only keep-

We're Still Looking.
The Tiger stil! needs people to write, draw, shoot pictures
and do various other things.

The

GDCC
presents

SEALEVEL with 0C0NEE
JAN. 9,8 P.M. Tillman Aud.
Tickets $2.00-on sale
at
Union Ticket Booth
Mon.-Fri.1M

4-7

and The Record Hole (Downtown)

ing the library open longer and using the
facility itself as a resource."
It was agreed at the implementation of
the seven-month trial period that statistics
would be kept of the library patronage during the extended hours.
Every half-hour after 11 p.m. the sum of
the patrons who have left in the past 30
minutes is recorded. It has been determin-

ed that the bulk of the patrons are leaving
the library prior to 11 p.m. and those who
come in after 11 p.m. usually leave before
midnight.
On the evening the plan was initiated, 75
students used the library after 11p.m. This
sum increased significantly after a few
days, and during exams the total averaged
well over 200.

Master teacher award
enters selection process
By Brian O'Connor
News Writer
Selection of the 1979 Alumni Master
Teacher is currently underway with the
final announcement slated for early
March. This prestigious award is given in
recognition of exceptional instruction and
services rendered by professors on campus.
According to Keith Hutto, president of
the Student Alumni Council questions coworkers of the top 10 teachers selected by
student vote. Members ask personal questions about the candidates to insure the
selection of a "deserving, well rounded"
award winner.
"After the council collects as much information as possible regarding each of

the top 10 teachers, the members choose
one they feel is most worthy of the Master
Teacher Award,'' said Hutto.
The winner receives a $1,000 check and
is made an honorary member of the Alumni Council. Another benefit is the prestige.
"It has become one of the most desired,
prestigious awards on campus," said Hutto.
The selection for the Master Teacher
Award, which has been in existence for the
past five years, is a main function of the
Student Alumni Council. Previous winners
include: Dr. Louis Henry of the English
department, Dr. Jerry Reel of the history
department, Dr. Bob Nowack of engineering, Dr. Ben Skardon from English, and
Dr. Tom Skelton from the entomology
department.
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Officers installed at Student Senate meeting
By Richard Brooks
News Writer
Student Senate met to inaugurate new
officers, hear emergency funding requests, and discuss 15 resolutions Monday
night in a verbose, two-hour session.
Senate orders were suspended for the
swearing in of new officers Debbie
Sheehan, Vance Allen, Andy Halliday, and
Jeff Anderson as, respectively, secretary,
clerk, vice president, and president of the
Senate.
Former Senate president Todd Lankford
then gave a short farewell address listing
all his accomplishments and announcing
his intention to run Bob Fuzy's campaign
for student body president.
Two organizations, the Clemson
Lacrosse Club and the Dixie Skydivers, requested emergency funds from the Senate.
The Lacrosse Club received $102 to replace
broken lacrosse sticks prior to a trip to
Tennessee, and the Dixie Skydivers
received the $350 they requested for
airplane rental and expenses.
Two resolutions concerning students in
prefab housing and future students in temporary housing were presented to the
Senate by the Residence Halls Committee.

The first resolution stated that prefab
residents should be allowed to pay their
current housing rates after moving out of
their homes and into other housing. This
would ease the price load on those evicted
when the phasing out of the prefabs, with
their unusually low rent rates, begins. The
resolution was tabled indefinitely.
The other resolution first states the Student Senate's dissatisfaction with the
university's use of temporary housing and
then makes some stipulations for those
students who will be temporarily housed.
Incoming students scheduled for temporary housing will be notified on July 1,
rather than the usual notification date of
July 17. At this time the prospective student will be informed of the name of his
rommate or roommates, as well as the furnishings, facilities, and location of the
housing. The student will have 10 days
from the first of July to refuse temporary
housing.
The priority for evacuation of temporary
housing, as provided in the resolution, lists
those in the worst housing to be moved out
first; then those who refused temporary
housing and are living off-campus will be
provided rooms. Finally, those who were
not offered on-campus housing at all will

r

have an opportunity to receive rooms.
The resolution also requires each temporary housing residence to include a bed
with springs and a mattress, a desk, an
electrical outlet, a chair, a clothes rack,
lights, an on-campus telephone in each
room or on each hall, and a self standing
partition for the sake of privacy in those
rooms with more than two occupants.
Passed unanimously by the senators
were resolutions from the General Affairs
Committee to clean the rails on the library
bridge and to install another phone in the
library. A resolution concerning placement of pencil sharpeners in academic
buildings was sent back to committee for
further study, and one suggesting that
washers and dryers be placed in
Johnstone-A Section was tabled indefinitely.
A resolution from the Food and Health
Committee providing new weekend
breakfast hours at Schilletter Dining Hall

rrrrr-

1 I

Clemson Tire
And Service Center
COMPLETE LINE OF TIRES
AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Mechanic on Duty
South Carolina Vehicle Inspection Station

Highway 76 Clemson Shopping Center
654-1394 or 654-1397

y

(continental breakfast from 9:30 to 11:00
a.m. on Saturday and Sunday) was passed
unanimously.
A resolution stating the student body's
desire for a more uniform teacher evaluation policy was presented by the Academic
Affairs Committee and passed.
One resolution from the Traffic and
Grounds Committee concerning making
additional parking spaces along the edge
of Bowman Field was passed. Four additional resolutions from the same committee calling for a new traffic fine system, a
re-emphasis of the pedestrian on campus,
a parking lot adjacent to the University
Union game room, and a resident parking
lot at Littlejohn Coliseum were either
voted down or tabled.
The Senate passed a resolution brought
forth by the Organizations" and Affairs
Committee to pledge $2 from each senator
toward the Robert C Edwards endowment
fund drive.
W'MW.W.wv.w.v.w^

NOW RENTING
NEW EFFICIENCY APTS.
STUDENT SPECIAL
MOO00 PER MONTH

t

WATER & SEWER FURNISHED

t

CALL CLEMSON REALTY CO.
654-5750
Nights 639-2265
^Sv.::!.!.!.!.v.:.:.:.v.:.v.y-:.v.v.v.v.w

There's only
one thing
better than
sending food
to combat
world hunger.

PE«CE(30RPS
One Part of ACTION

Sending you
Food helps cure the symptoms.
You work directly on the
disease. Ignorance. Because
you're skilled in something
prized by everyone in the world.
Food production.
You go asirPeace Corps
Volunteer, with living expenses
and savings taken care of. And
you go where you're really
needed: to a country that has
asked for help in your
particular held.
For information contact:

Placement Office
prior to 2/20/79

University Square — 302 Seneca Rd, Clemson, 5.C.

Pizza
Special
Buy one pizza at the regular price and
receive the second one of equal value
free.
Offer good Monday-Tuesday Feb. 12 and 13.
5p.m.-10p.m.
Does not apply to delivery service.

■/burdouohi
/andwioh emporium

\J
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Placement bulletin
Date

Company

Seeking Candidates Majoring In:

R. J. Reynolds
Gulf States Utilities
Daniel International
Brockway Glass
International Harvester
Broyhill Industries
Dow Chemical

BS/ME, ChE
BS/ECE, ME; MS, ME/ECE, ME
BS/ChE,ECE,ME,CE
BS/CrEn, ECE, ME; MS,ME,/CrEn
BS/AM, IM, Econ
BS/IM, ME
BS/ChE, ME, Chem

Tue. Feb. 13

Carolina Tractor & Equipment Co
Harris Corporation
Spartan Mills
J. P. Stevens
Sun Bank of Florida
Planning Research Corp
ESB

BS/AM, IM
BS/ECE, FM, ME; MS,ME,PhD/ECE, ME; MS/Matr Engr
BS/IM, TC, Text Sci & Tech, ET
BS/Math(CpSc), ME, EE, TT, TS, TC
BS/Acct, FM, AM, Econ
BS,MS/ChE, ECE, ME; BS/ET
BS/ECE

Wed. Feb. 14

Union Carbide Corporation
K-Mart Corporation
Pullman Swindel
General Tire & Rubber
Radian Corporation

BS & MS/ChE, ME,CE,ECE,BioChem,Chem,MatEngr
BS/FM, AM, Econ, IM
BS/CrEn, ChE, CE, ECE, ME
3S/ECE, ME, Chem, IM & Acct
BS/CheE; MS,ME,PhD/ChE

Union Carbide Corporation
Amoco Production (Smr)
Army Corps of Engineers
Collins & Aikman

BS & MS/ChE,ME,CE,ECE,BioChem, Chem.MatEngr
BS/ChE, ME (Pre-BS)
BS/CE,EE,ME
»
BS/IM, TS, TC7ET

Mon. Feb. 12

\
Thu. Feb. 15

Miss Clemson to be chosen
The Miss Clemson Pageant will be held
in Tillman Auditorium at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, February 13.
According to coordinator Joy Wallace,
the theme of this year's pageant is the
"Parade of Hearts." Jeff McNeill,
associate alumni director, will be the
master of ceremonies for this year's
pageant.
The pageant is sponsored by the Mortar
Board, a society for honor students.
Horace Fleming and Beverly Scardon are
the advisors for the group.
Three non-student judges will choose 10
finalists. From the finalists the judges will
select a first and second runner-up and the
new Miss Clemson University. These three
winners will be formally introduced at the
last home basketball game on Feb. 24. The
contestants are judged on public appearance, poise, and personality.
Wallace said that she could not release
the names of the judges because of
"problems jn the past." She did say that
one judge was from Clemson and that two
were from out of town. She stated that she
would release the names after the
pageant.
The pageant will feature the contestants
in casual and evening dress. Entertainment will be provided by Ashley Timmons
in a dance interlude and a music interlude.
Any official campus organization may
sponsor a contestant. <Each contestant
must be an unmarried female student who
plans to remain so if selected during her
entire reign as Miss Clemson. This year 29
candidates have entered the contest.

All six sororities will sponsor candidates. Kappa Alpha Theta will sponsor
Ann McCaskill. Nickie Petratos is the contestant for Chi Omega. Sheri Ann Ramsay
and Laura Reinhardt are being sponsored
by Pi Beta Phi and Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Terri Robertson for Alpha Delta Pi and
Kris Rosenlund for Delta Delta Delta are
other candidates.
Dormitories will sponsor other contestants. These candidates are Lindsay
Gibson, Sanders Hall; Laura Laughridge,
Young Hall; Janice Murphey, Barnett
Hall; Shawn Weatherly, Cope Hall; and
Laura White, Byrnes Hall.
Fraternities have entered twelve candidates. Alpha Tau Omega will sponsor
Laura Coy. Pi Kappa Alpha and Sigma Nu
will sponsor Johnna Herring and Mary
Hill, respectively. Ellen Ruth Hull and
Sharon Watson are candidates for Alpha
Gamma Rho and Kappa Alpha.
Other participants include Ann Louise
McCoy, Beta Theta Pi; Melissa Pryor,
Alpha Phi Omega; Julie Schaefer, Theta
Chi; Patsy Siebert, Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Sally Teague, Sigma Alpha Episilon;
Kathy Ward, Phi Delta Theta; and Miriam
Williams, Kappa Sigma.
Other campus groups will also enter
coeds. These candidates are Karen Lee
Dalton, University Union; Lisa Hennes,
Dixie Skydivers; Robin McElveen, The
Tiger; Sharon Staley, MuBeta Psi; Merrie
Summer, the Rally Cats; and Wrenzie Lee
Calhoun, Beta Heta.
Admission to the pageant is free. The
pageant is usually well attended, and the
best seats are often taken early.

TA-2650
INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER
45 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms

123 Ey-pass
Seneca

Regular $219.00

SALE $149.00
■•••or

FREE
La>j«ar n->

-ii.-T.iY. ii-1 -j,-,,'

Lafayette

Rnciin
Radio Eleetronic*^Shoooir
Electronic*^Shoppir a
g Centers

■snsMmtmvcvc

S-p&cializingm: Hickory - smoW barbecue.
Dsli - s^uiwlch&s - ham 5
turkey^ risasi fas&'f,
ana daily specials

TheMvkttPUM
2MMX2
m^**.» •», •

FREE TEA ON SUNDAY AND MONDAY
W/STUDENTI.D.
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Fund raising effort for endowment begins
Student government has kicked off its effort to raise $10,000 from students for the
Robert C. Edwards Endowment for Excellence in Science and Technology.
The university announced in September
its plans to raise $1 million for the endowment to honor university President Edwards, who will retire in June. The endowment will fund professorships, fellowships,
research, public service projects, and continuing education.
The first student project will be a sale of
Valentine's Day carnations early next
week. Carnations will be in three different
colors, and sell for $1.25 each. Central
Spirit will help coordinate the project.

Pledge booths for the endowment will be
set up Feb. 14, inside Littlejohn Coliseum
prior to the Clemson-Virginia basketball
game. Students will be asked to pledge a
nickel or dime for every point Clemson
scores. The money will be turned in to student government the following week.
Student Body Vice President Steve
Wright, who is coordinating the effort, is
optimistic the students will raise $10,000.
Every organization on campus will be
sent a letter asking its members to meet a
certain dollar amount. The fraternity or
sorority raising the most money will
receive a keg party at a local bar. The highest amount raised by an in-

Vandals plague campus
The university experienced a flurry of
vandalism and stealing during the past
rweek.
On Feb. 2, a Crowe security officer on
stakeout chased a blue mustang out of the
R-l parking lot after some vehicles were
damaged. On the same day, four nonstudent males from the Anderson area were
arrested in the R-2 lot and charged with
disturbing the school and grand larceny.
They were placed in the Pickens County
jail with bond set at $10,000. A regular
university police patrol made this arrest.
According to Security Chief Jack
Weeden, no arrests were made at the
University of South Carolina basketball
game on Feb. 3. Weeden stated that
several DeoDle who knocked down two

walkway lights in front of the University
Union were rumored to be USC students.
In other cases of vandalism during the
week, Weeden listed reports on a broken
windshield, lights, and mirror on a car in a
parking lot, wires pulled out from under a
car on A street, a smokebomb in the basement of the Clemson House, and glass
broken out of the front door of Manning
Hall.
In reports of breaking and entering,
Weeden cited an incidence of glass broken
out on a door and two windows of Hardin
Hall although a search did not turn up
anything missing. A candy machine in
Lever Hall was also broken into with only
candy reported as missing.

dependent organization will also likely
receive a prize, Wright said, noting that it
would be unfair for smaller organizations
to compete with fraternities and sororities.
Before the Atlantic Coast Conference
basketball tourney in early March, Central
Spirit will hold a pep rally billed as "R.C.'s
last pep rally." Donation tables will be set
up at the rally.
Names of all students who contribute
will be placed in a book and presented to
Edwards, Wright safd.
"I feel like President Edwards has been
an inspiration to students for the last 22
years and our contribution of $10,000 is
minimal compared to his contribution to

students," he said. "This is a small way we
can show we appreciate him."
A steering committee for the student
part of the endowment was organized
recently.
In addition to Wright, members include:
Steve Klengson, of the Intrafraternity
Council; Keith Hutto, of the Student Alumni Council; Ann Taylor, of the Panhellenic
Council; Joanne Provost, of Student
Senate; Myron Boloyan, of the University
Union; Steve Matthews, of the Tiger; Mike
Ozburn, student body president; Susan
Smiley, secretary of student government;
Fulton Breen, of Central Spirit; Marie
Tweksberry, of Student Senate.

Ballad of
THE CLEMSON TIGERS
45R.P.M.
Now Available At Mr. Knickerbockers
$ 50
1 Plus Tax
Sorry No Student Discounts

College Avenue

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES
Air ROTC Two-Year Program Open To All Students Who
Have Two Years Of College Remaining.
Career Areas Include:
Pilots
Engineers
Navigators
Supply Officers
Nursing
Finance
Food Service
Personnel
Benefits Include:
• Over $12,000 Starting Salary
• 30 Days Annual Leave
• $100.00 Per School Month For Juniors and Senior Cadets
• Advanced Education Opportunities
• Free Medical Care

Each Applicant Must Successfully Complete A Six-Week Field Training Course At An Air Force Base During The Summer Months,
However, There Is No Obligation For Attending Summer Camp.
There Will Be A Representative Of Air ROTC In The Loggia On February 14 and 20.
For More Information Contact Capt. Donovan, 305 Tillman Hall

I

HOTC
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UNION SPOTLIGHT
WEEKLY UPDATE DP UNION ACTIVITIES
CDCC presents...

SEAWithLEVEL
Oconee

Feb. 9 at 8 p.m. in Tillman
Tickets at Union Ticket Booth (11-1 and 4-7)
and Record Hole
Only $2.00!

OUTDOORS
Down Hill Skiing
February 23 3:30-midnight
Sky Valley $10 inclusive
Limited to 24

CaveingTrip
Feb. 24-25
7 a.m. Sat. to 6 p.m. Sun.
Cloudland Canyon St. Pk.
$10 inclusive

E0BB2T

Edgar:

Woogie and Company
Feb. 9 & 10 at 9 P.M.

A Unique Puppet Show

Gutter:

Local Talent
Feb. 9 & 10 from 9-12 P.M.

Feb. 16 from 8-9:30 PM
In Tillman

Gallery:

$1.50 advance (student)
$2.00 at door (student)
$2.50 at door (public)

Free Flick:
Video:
Y-Flicks:

Cage Nakayama Photos
thru Feb. 17
"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington"
Feb. 11 at 8 P.M.
"Animal Farm" thru Feb. 11
"Bread in Concert" Feb. 12-18
"One On One" Feb. 8-10 at 7 & 9 P.M.
"Interiors" Feb. 12-14 at 7 & 9 P.M.

Union offers excitement during February
Make Your Own
Valentine Day
— February 13
— 12 noon to 4 P.M.
U

Guess the number
of hearts"
February 12 and 13
At the Union Info Desk
8 a.m. Mon. - 5 P.M. Tues.
Prize: dinner at Capri's.

— On the loggia
— Five Winners
— Candy, rose valentine
will be delivered
to your sweetheart

TAPED PROGRAM LINE
~

tffiiiitiri

Cherry Pie
Eating Contest
February 19

12 noon to 1 P.M.

on the loggia

10 participants

Prizes to fastest, neatest, sloppiest
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Pornography:
the bare
facts
Clemson escapes pornography
Unlike many large cities and other
college communities, Clemson has not
been plagued by the pornography problem.
According to Wayne Wardlaw, chief
of Clemson police, "We don't have a
problem with pornography in Clemson.
This statement is verified by the fact
that there has never been a case testing
obscenity laws in this area."
Magazines seem to make up the
largest form of pornography in Clemson, and several businesses offer a
variety of magazines. Two such
establishments are The Clemson
Newsstand and The Store; both offer
more than 15 different monthly
magazines that are generally classified
as pornographic.
Stephen Gregg, owner of The Clemson Newsstand, does not agree with
these general classifications. "I don't
sell pornography," explained Gregg. "I
sell erotic literature." When further
questioned about such hard-core
magazines as Eros and Hustler, Gregg
replied, "Though I don't read them
myself, I don't consider these
magazines dirty or pornographic. No
such material (pornographic material)
exists."
Steve Raines, manager of The Store,
supports a totally different opinion

about these magazines. "Hell yes, I
consider them pornographic."
Both businesses report a wide variety
of clientele for these magazines. According to Gregg, about 50 per cent of
the Newsstand's business is comprised
of students, and the rest is done by
townspeople. The Store, on the other
hand, sells most of its magazines to
university students.
Gregg and Raines said that the
number of males buying the magazines
far outnumbers the number of females.
The Newsstand even reported that a
greater number of periodicals designed
for women were being bought by men.
Raines said, "Those girls who do buy
these magazines are very shy. They
wait until everybody's out of the store
before they bring it to the counter. Then
they stand there and giggle."
The most popular magazines are
Playboy and Penthouse. At both The
Clemson Newsstand and The Store,
sales of these two magazines reach
about 100 issues per month. This figure
nearly doubles the sales of the next
leading seller, Huster. Other less
popular pornographic magazines that
sell consistently are Honchos, Blueboy,
Genesis, Oul, Club, and Forum.
Playboy and Penthouse are both
magazines that combine their pic-

torials with literature and interviews
with important public figures. Hustler
and the smaller magazines are the
hard-core periodicals that deal solely
with nudity and sex.
Despite the wide variety and
availability of pornographic magazines
in Clemson, pornography is not a major
business. Gregg reported that "erotic
literature" comprised only 15 per cent
of his overall business, and The Store
quoted an even smaller percentage.
Pornographic movies are much less
popular than the magazines in the
Clemson area. The two theaters in
downtown Clemson very rarely show Xrated films. The last such film to show
here was "Last Tango in Paris" several
years ago.
There are several drive-in theatres
within a few miles of the city that show
sexually oriented movies; however,
these films are usually not hard-core
and are often rated R. For example, the
Fox Drive-in Theatre in Seneca is
presently showing "Let's Make a Dirty
Movie" and "Girls in Trouble." Both
movies are rated R.
Other forms of pornography, such as
topless bars and exotic dance clubs, are
nonexistent in Clemson. According to
John W. LaGrone, city recorder, these
places would not fit in with the rural atmosphere of the Clemson area.

Girls pose for estl
"It's an ego trip. It's publicity. It's
dare.,.It's posing for a Playboy photograph^
you set for yourself and accomplish. Just to s
in Playboy would be enough for me."
These are the reasons given by Mary SchJ
Johnson, two University of Iowa coeds, v/h\
for the September, 1977, issue of Playboy
other "Girls of the Big Ten" appeared in.
In a telephone interview with Playboy
Chicago, the representatives of the publicat|
prepared for such pictorials by placing ad
papers announcing interviews for the upcon
During the actual interviews, the photogran
an interesting trend. Most of the girls were u{j
sons and graduate students.
The freshmen were worried about what
would say or do, while the older girls acted j
more or less declaring their independence.
"My parents would be outraged, but it's mj|
decision. I can hear my mother now: 'You
your grandmother's silver!'"
So why do it? "It's something to show mj
children. 'Look, kids, see what your grann
girls' backgrounds were varied. There wer
gymnasts, equestriennes, law and pre-m|
would-be television broadcasters, and a prod
rated movie.
The girls whose pictures were published wl
to $500 depending upon whether they posed f
nude. Playboy's plans for other athletic conj
them to the Pac-10 last year and are taking th
League this year. In the telephone interview,!
they might possibly go to other conference
finish in the Ivy League.
Through interviews with photographers
perience shooting nudes, it was determiil
model's attitude is the most important thi
should not be ashamed and should have confl
beauty. If the girl doesn't have a good figure!
to pose nude, she will think it's a ploy to putl
situation.
What kind of response can Playboy expect I
a "Girls of the ACC" pictorial? Playboy wol
be met with an unfavorable one. Several Cll
were asked if they would bare all for Playboy!
said "no."
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Laws give blurry definitions

rirfe pose /or esteem
t's an ego trip. It's publicity. It's answering a
,.It's posing for a Playboy photographer. It's a goal
set for yourself and accomplish. Just to say that I was
ayboy would be enough forme."
lese are the reasons given by Mary Schnack and Sue
ison, two University of Iowa coeds, who posed nude
he September, 1977, issue of Playboy that they and
"Girls of the Big Ten" appeared in.
a telephone interview with Playboy officials In
ago, the representatives of the publication said they
ared for such pictorials by placing ads in campus
rs announcing interviews for the upcoming feature,
ng the actual interviews, the photographers noticed
teresting trend. Most of the girls were upperclassperand graduate students.
e freshmen were worried about what their parents
d say or do, while the older girls acted on their own,
s or less declaring their independence. One girl said,
parents would be outraged, but it's my life and my
iion. I can hear my mother now: 'You'll never see
grandmother's silver!'" |
why do it? "It's something to show my own grandren. 'Look, kids, see what your granny did.'" The
backgrounds were varied. There were musicians,
nasts, equestriennes, law and pre-med students,
d-be television broadcasters, and a producer of an X1 movie,
e girls whose pictures were published were paid $350
00 depending upon whether they posed semi-nude or
. Playboy's plans for other athletic conferences took
i to the Pac-10 last year and are taking them to the Ivy
;ue this year. In the telephone interview, officials said
might possibly go to other conferences after they
1 in the Ivy League.
rough interviews with photographers who have exmce shooting nudes, it was determined that the
l's attitude is the most important thing. The girl
Id not be ashamed and should have confidence in her
ty. If the girl doesn't have a good figure and is asked
se nude, she will think it's a ploy to put her in a bad
tion.
at kind of response can Playboy expect if it plans for
iris of the ACC" pictorial? Playboy would probably
et with an unfavorable one. Several Clemson coeds
asked if they would bare all for Playboy, and they all
"no."

South Carolina laws dealing with pornography are stated-by provisions 1615-150 to 230 of the 1976 Code of Laws for
South Carolina. "'Obscene' means that
to the average person, applying contemporary standards, the predominant
appeal of the matter, taken as a whole,
is to prurient interest among which is a
shameful or morbid interest in nudity,
sex...and goes substantially beyond
customary limits of candor."
The law makes no distinction between hard-core pornography and other
pornography. Exhibiting obscenity is
"deemed inherently harmful to society," and the right to traffic in obscenity
is not assured by the constitution, according to a 1972 interpretation.
"There have been no new interpretations of the law since 1976," stated
Clemson city recorder John W.
LaGrone, "but we still don't know exactly what pornography is. The state's
definition is rather vague. Who is the
average person? What are contemporary standards?"
Greenville and Pickens County
solicitor Billy Wilkins agrees that interpretation of the law is subjective. "The
Supreme Court ruled that nudity itself
is not obscene," he commented. "Hardcore pornography, though, is not just
nudity. It involves homosexuality, child
obscenity, bondage, andbeastiality."
Charges of obscenity were most
recently brought against seven adult
bookstores that opened in the Greenville area. The stores were stocked by
Charlotte and Atlanta based
distributors specializing in erotic
literature. Solicitor Wilkins prosecuted
22 cases of pornography 22 convictions

were obtained, and eventually, the outof-state distributors elected to close the
doors of the businesses.
Law enforcement officers report no
recent problems in Pickens County with
hard-core pornography. City recorder
LaGrone, whose jurisdiction is limited
to the Clemson city limits, reported that
a case of pornography has never come
up in Clemson.
Most city merchants who sell pornographic magazines and books took an
issue of Hustler magazine off the racks
when that particular issue was ruled
obscene by a court in Indiana.
"The city called me and asked me to
take it off the shelf, so I did," stated The
Store manager Steve Raines. "When
the next issue came out, I called to
make sure it was okay to put it out."
Solicitor Wilkins denied that the
magazine had been banned. "I do not
have the authority to censor, and I will
not do so. Merchants were most likely
speculative of prosecution themselves
for distributing pornography," he said.
"There's noting magical about
Hustler magazine," he went on. "Each
issue of every magazine must be judged
by community standards under the
law."
Standards of obscenity are set by the
local city attorney. The Store manager
Raines reported that a Clemson city ordinance requires him to vend pornographic magazines from the top shelf
of the magazine rack, and the
magazines must be behind glass.
Newsstand owner Stephen Gregg
sells erotic literature from a section of
his store posted "Adults Only." He
commented, "I don't even let kids go

back there."
As provided by the law, magistrates,
mayors, judges, and municipal
recorders can issue warrants of search
and seizure for obscene material within
their respective jurisdictions. City
recorder LaGrone can hold a
preliminary hearing on a complaint,
but a charge is handled as a felony in
magistrate's court.
"I haven't made any effort to do
anything about pornography in town,"
LaGrone commented. "A university
town is a little more tolerant than other
small towns have to be. I would think
there would be a little more liberal
thinking. If you tried to sell some of the
same things in Central, you wouldn't
get to first base."
Solicitor Wilkins feels that a concentrated effort must be made against
hard-core pornography primarily to
keep it out of schools and away from
children.
"This effort isn't the result of any
moral judgment passed by me," he
said. "The law gives me a responsibility. If we need to change the law, we
should do it in Columbia where the
legislature works. If a merchant
distributes pornography, I prosecute
him just as I would a house burglar. He
is in violation of the law."
Action against pornography in the
Clemson area is neither planned nor
necessary, according to city official
LaGrone. "We aren't going to initiate
anything. Now I suppose if we were hit
over the head with complaints about
pornography, we'd take action. Our attitude is not one of negligence, though;
it is an attitude of tolerance."

This week the Tiger looks at
pornography. Stories by Charles
Bolchoz Cindy Sessions and Fred
Toulmin. Photo by Ed Elsea.
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DURING THE LAST southbound run of the famous Southern Crescent passenger train
from Washington, D.C. last week, the train stopped at Greenville to refill and take on

passengers. Railroad buffs and friends of the company, including compnay ex-president W.
Graham Clay tor, Jr., filled the cars and lounges for the event.
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'Crescent : A Southern heritage
By Mark Sublette
Features Writer
"It was in Columbia that I first saw him.
I was standing with a number of Clemson
men waiting for the 'Carolina Special,'
which was to take us to the end of our
journey-in short, totheCityofCalhoun, the
nearest station to Clemson College. He was
walking up and down the shed in a rather
uncertain manner and would run up to
some of the train men whenever he heard a
bell and ask if that were the 'Clemson
train.'"-TAPS, 1912
The Carolina Special is long gone, as is
train service between Columbia and Clemson. The City of Calhoun is now just a part
of the City of Clemson, but Clemson
University is one of the few major universities still connected to large cities by
passenger train service. As in 1912, Clemson students can still ride to and from
school on a first-class train, the Amtrak
operated Crescent.
Clemson has always been served by
_, passenger trains operating on the
Southern Railway between Atlanta, Ga.,
and Washington, D.C, with connections
both north and south; and in recent years,
the Southern Crescent, the railroad's last
passenger train, has been nationally noted
as the last classic long-haul luxury train in
a country full of Amtrak standardized service.
Now, after almost two years of negotiation, the Southern Railway has handed
over their passenger service to the National Rail Passenger Corporation, and
Amtrak, as it is commonly called, has
pledged to continue operations in the raditional style and service that brougi t the
Southern Crescent fame in recent y :ars.
, Already, advertising campaigns have
been initiated promoting the Crescent with
the slogan "Southern comfort and all that
jazz." Emphasis has been placed on its
southern terminus in New Orleans, the
"Crescent City."
• Amtrak has vowed not to discontinue or
downgrade the elegant dining car service
that set the Southern Crescent apart from
other trains, and Amtrak has doubled or
tripled the amount of lounge space on the
train, relieving the previously crowded
-t conditions in the "bar car."

But the history of train service in the
Clemson area goes back long before Amtrak. Clemson Agricultural College and
the railroad in this region were born about
the same time, with both being formed and
constructed in the early 1890's.
Known originally as the Piedmont Air
Line Division of the Richmond & Danville
Railroad, the route became the Southern
Railway Company when the R&D Railroad
was bought up and consolidated with a
number of other railroads in the South in
1894.
Passenger trains operated through
Clemson from the very beginning, and for
many years the railroad offered the only
comfortable long-distance transportation
in the area.
Numerous small towns owe their existence to the line. Central, S.C., was
originally a railroad division point with extensive engine servicing facilities and a
very large hotel where overnight trains
could stop to allow passengers to sleep.
The town owes its name to its central location between Atlanta and Charlotte.

Passenger trains continued to be the
primary mode of travel in and out of the
Piedmont region throughout the early part
of this century. Students regularly arrived
and departed from Clemson on the train..
Cadets attending summer camp
bivouacs would be shipped to army posts
on the train, and on a number of occasions,
the football team traveled to away games
by rail. The railroad regularly ran football
specials to games at places such as
Georgia Tech and N.C. State.
But after World War II, America began
its great love affair with the automobile.
Detroit began building private vehicles
again in 1946, thousands of autos were
bought with money left in war bond savings, and in the 1950's the national interstate highway program was begun.
Passenger trains began to lose
customers to the private car. All through
the 1950's, railroads had to cut back the
number of trains they operated as costs
rose and revenues dropped off.

When the National Rail Passenger Corporation took over most of the
American passenger system in 1971, Southern Railway President W.
Graham Claytor, Jr. refused to give up his company's trains. The
Southern Crescent immediately gained national recognition for the top
quality service, that Amtrak did not offer, that the rail service had maintained since it began in 1894. On February 1,1979, the both the northbound
and southbound trains made their last run under the Southern Crescent
railway system before turning their service over to Amtrak.
■HMHIM^BMHHi

Clemson College was a primary reason
that the town of Calhoun thrived. Calhoun
was later renamed Clemson in the 1920's.
A number of daily trains operating in each
direction made stops at Clemson. The
original depot still stands and is now used
as Clemson's city hall.
A number of original structures from
Calhoun are clustered near the railroad;
one of the most notable is. a two-story brick
business building across the tracks from
the station, which once housed J. D.
Morgan's General Merchandise.
* I

Southern wasn't immune to this trend.
By 1950, Southern had discontinued all of
its local service, including the commutertype trains that stopped at every rural station on the line, and was concentrating on
keeping the long-distance trains competitive.
Southern had upgraded the quality of the
service in the late 1940's by ordering
modern, all-stainless steel, "lightweight,"
stramlined equipment for the top trains on
the system, but the money losing trend
continued as passengers deserted the
railroads for the highways.

By 1968, Southern was running only 10
passenger trains. In 1971, the year that
Amtrak was conceived to save the
American passenger system, the Southern
Railway had trimmed its operations to
four trains, two running between
Washington and Atlanta, and two on
branch lines. Amtrak offered to take all
passenger operations off the hands of the
nation's railroads and assume the responsibility for all scheduling, operations, and
most importantly, the losses.
This wasn't good enough for the
Southern Railway. Southern was concerned that the infant National Rail Passenger
Corporation would be unable to give
Southern trains the degree of attention
necessary to maintain existing quality.
Furthermore, the railroad disliked certain
details in he standard contract that Amtrak wanted all lines to sign before handing over their passenger operations.
So, as Amtrak took control of most of the
nation's passenger trains, Southern committed itself to running its existing trains
without change for at least five years.
Southern Railways's president, W.
Graham Claytor, Jr., took the operation of
the trains seriously. While Amtrak's early
years were marked by irregularly kept
schedules, bad-order equipment, poor service at times, and general disorganization,
the trains on the Southern Railway ran on
time generally and were kept clean and in
good order, and the crews were courteous
and efficient.
It was at this time that the appeal of the
Southern Crescent became nationally
known. It had a heritage of quality service
that Claytor was determined to see continued. The original Crescent Limited of
1925 was a deluxe all-Pullman sleeper
train (no coaches) equipped with observation and club cars that operated from New
York to New Orleans through agreements
with several other railroads.
In 1926, it was assigned brand new,
heavy, passenger locomotives painted
green and gold with the train's name on
the tender. It would have been hard to find
a more elegant passenger engine. One of
these Ps-4 class Pacific-type locomotives
is now on permanent display at the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington
D.C.
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The train was stripped of souvenirs. Dining car menus, bar car price lists, and
timetables all were used for Secretary
Claytor's autograph. Cameras and tape
recorders were everywhere as everyone
wanted some momento of the trip. Free
drinks were quite available as several individuals bought the car rounds.
But eventually the runs came to an end.
The northbound train pulled into Union
Station in Washington, and at Atlanta's
Brookwood Station an official ceremony
handed the Crescent over to Amtrak for
the run to New Orleans. A replica of The
Best Friend of Charleston, the South's first
passenger locomotive, was present for the
event.

The original Crescent Limited name
disappeared for four years during the
Depression as the railroad downplayed the
"luxury" aspect and coaches were added
to the train. The train was renamed the
Crescent in 1938 as the older coaches were
replaced with new air conditioned equipment. Diesels replaced the famed steam
locomotives in 1941 just in time for heavy
use during World War II.
Immediately following the war, the
Southern Railway placed huge orders for
new lightweight cars to re-equip the trains
with, as did most American railroads, and
in 1949 the new equipment was put into service on the Crescent. But the passengers
were deserting the trains for automobiles,
and despite the high quality of service, the
Crescent's ridership fell.
Finally, in 1970, the Crescent was combined with another money losing train, the
Southerner, and the consolidated train was
renamed the Southern Crescent. Southern
vowed to operate it in the tradition of its
heritage. A dining car offered top-quality
meals prepared completely on the train
(no airline-type galleys or microwaved
snack cars, as on some Amtrak trains)
over the entire run.

But the Crescent hasn't died. Amtrak
continues to operate it daily between
Washington and Atlanta and has just increased operations between Atlanta and
New Orleans to daily service, whereas the
Southern had run this segment tri-weekly.
The same crews man the train providing
the personalized service that made the old
Southern Crescent famous. The train has
been dubbed simply the Crescent again,
and its train numbers have been switched
from Nos. 1 and 2 to Amtrak Nos. 19 and 20.
The cars and engines of the Southern
equipment pool are also being renumbered
according to the Amtrak system.
Although the dome coach service south
of Atlanta has been dropped, at least for
the time-being, the lounge space has been
increased, a welcomed addition.

A combination sleeper and lounge car
provided bar service, and a variety of
sleeping arrangements were offered in addition to standard coach seating. Between
Atlanta and New Orleans, a dome coach
was added to the train for the enjoyment of
the passengers.
The final touch came when President
Claytor had the E-8A diesel locomotives
assigned to the Crescent, which were repainted green and gold in 1972 with the
train name in gold on the nose. All engines
on the rialroad had been painted black and
white in 1958 in an economy move.

J.C. HOLLIDAY, SR., a Southern employe for 35 years, sorts company mail during the
Washington, D.C. to Atlanta trip on the Southern Crescent baggage car "South Carolina."

But even in the 1970's, operating costs
continued to outstrip revenue, and by 1977
the Southern was bearing an annual loss of
$6.7 million.
Finally Southern struck a deal with Amtrak to take over the train. Thus it was that
on Feb. 1,1979, Southern ceased to operate
passenger service for the first time in its
history. The two trains running north and
south out of Atlanta and Washington, D.C,
on Jan. 31, were the last runs.

When the last runs of the Southern Crescent left the stations in those two cities,
they were occupied by numerous railbuffs
and friends of the train that were determined to be a part of the historic run. Even
now retired railroad president Claytor was
on board. He stepped down in 1976 when
President Carter named him to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff as secretary of the navy.
Fans wore buttons and badges proclaiming the last run and all manner of railroad

Photo by Sublette

caps and patches. If the diner was popular,
the lounge car was a smash, for it became
the site of the impromptu last-run party.
On the northbound run, three college
students, sons and friends of Southern
employes, played guitars and sang
railroad songs. Graham Claytor even stepped into the car, named the "Crescent
Harbor," and sang the classic Southern
Railway folk song, "The Wreck of Old 97,"
while the guitarists accompanied him.

The train still operates through Clemson
at 9:37 p.m. northbound and at 6:20 a.m
southbound, a very convenient schedule
ideally suited to college schedules. After
the last day of exams, a student can board
the train that evening and after an allnight
run be in Washington bright and early at
8:30 a.m.
The crescent also offers a convenient
daytime schedule into Atlanta, arriving
there from Clemson at 8:40 a.m. and leaving from the Georgia capital at 7:30 p.m.
This provides an ideal Georgia Tech football game special schedule, and at least
one local travel agency booked passengers
in this manner for last year's game.
So it is that Clemson still is served by one
of the finest trains in the nation, and it is
quite available to carry students to and
from school. Unlike Arlo Guthrie's "City of
New Orleans," this train hasn't "disappeared in railway blues."

Do your parents complain that you don't write home enough?

Buy One Sancho

Keep them happy.
Send them the Tiger.

Get One Free
Good Thru Feb. 17th

Beer-2.00 Pitcher
4 Tacos for one dollar
every Tuesday

Baker's Dozen
Heart Shaped Layer Cakes
Sheet Cakers Decorated
For Valentine's Day
Calle Squares
With Icing Hearts
Valentine Cookies
University Mall
Clemson
654-6827

123 ByPass
Seneca
882-0011
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Pranksters puzzle passing motorists
Last Friday afternoon I was sprawled
out on my bed suffering from a case of the
flu and seriously contemplating the merits
of suicide when the phone rang. Considering the way I was feeling, I rather halfway
expected the caller to be Saint Peter telling me that my number was up. Instead, it
was my good friend and sometimes, pal,
Barf Whiplash.

breeze for about 20 minutes, and then I
heard what sounded like an airplane taking off down the road. I crawled out to the
ditch just in time to see an old diesel log
truck hit the pocket book. In his haste to
pull the pocketbook across the road, Barf
had pulled it right in front of the truck,
which at the time was about to sprout
wings.

For a moment he just panted into the
receiver trying his best to emulate an
obscene caller. But the poor fellow is so
^dumb that he can't even do that very well.
Finally I could stand no more, and I told
him to shut up and that I hoped that his lips
grew together.

Barf came running out to the road and
just stood and stared at the battered purse
handles that lay on the ground. We never
did find the rest of the purse, which is just
as well, because Barf kept mumbling
something about that being his mom's new
purse and how he hoped that no evidence
was ever found.
After brief ceremonies for the purse, we
placed the snake on the road and waited.
The poor snake was sto stiff that he would
have been more convincing if we had put
him on a skateboard and rolled him across
the road.

Loose Ends
By Charlie Davis

The first victim to come down the road
was Mr. Crabtree in his beat up, old Ford
pickup. I watched from the edge of the
woods as our stiff snake rolled across in
front of the old man's truck. I could hear
Mr. Crabtree cussing as he slammed on
the brakes. He was out of the truck with his
double-barrel shotgun by the time the
snake made it to the edge of the bank right
in front of me. All the while the old man
was screaming, "Damn big snake!''

Eventually he spoke: "Charlie, is that
you?" A primitive grunt assured Barf that
it was I on the other end of the phone.
"How ya feelin', Bo?" he warbled. "I
don't know how I dialed your number. I
was just makin' some excitin' phone
calls."
"You're talking to a corpse," I replied
between hacks and coughs. "What do you
want, you sawed off crawdad? "
"Well, since I got you on the phone, why
don't we git out and do some stuff this
weekend?"
Now, the things that Barf and I usually
do rank very low on an "activities" scale
and very high on a "stuff" scale. As a matter of fact, we usually wind up in some
pretty hot water.
"Barf, right now I feel so lousy that if
you showed your face at my door I'd just
keel over. Besides, I'm still picking the
birdshot out of my butt from our last little
escapade."
Barf howled with laughter and said,
"Yeah, but you surely looked funny leaning over that table in the doctor's office." I
had to agree as I recalled the incident.
It so happened that last summer Barf
conned me into helping him play a few
tricks on motorists as they passed my
house out in rural Orangeburg County.

Barf called me one morning and informed
me that he had in his possession a huge rattlesnake that he had killed the night before
while frog hunting. I jumped in my truck
and rambled on up to his house to see this
monster.
Sure enough, Barf had a five-footer
stretched out on the tailgate of the truck.
Rigor mortis had set in, and the snake was
as stiff as a five foot-stick of bologna.
After commenting on the snake and his
apparent state of contentment, I noticed
that Barf had placed a lady's purse on the
tailgate by the snake.

With a mild protest I assured him that I
didn't like the idea; but he threatened to
shoot out the spare tire on my truck unless
I helped, so naturally I agreed.
We went down to the woods, and Barf
tied a piece of fishing line to the purse and
placed the handbag in the middle of the
road. From our vantage point, about 15
yards in the woods, we couldn't see the
cars coming, but we could hear them coming down the hill.

"What's up with the purse," I asked,
knowing good and well that the answer
probably had a lot to do with me.

Barf said the idea was to put the pocketbook in the road like it had been dropped
there. If a car passed and turned to investigate, we were to pull the purse into
the woods. The thrill was supposed to come
when the excited passengers failed to find
the purse.

"We're going to drag the purse and the
snake across the road and see how many
cars stop," Barf grinned.

Things went well for about an hour, but
the traffic slowed. Barf and I rested
against an old poplar tree and shot the

I figured I had better get out of the way
before the old fellow got a little wild with
that scattergun, but I was too slow. About
the time I turned to run, he unloaded both
barrels at the snake. He never touched the
snake, but he let me have a good dose of
birdshot in my south side.
Barf still chuckles every time he sees a
snake. He even gave me a bronze shotgun
shell to commemorate the occasion. But, I
know better than to trust him again.
"Barf, I'm going to hang up this phone
now, and don't you call me any..."
"But Charlie, old boy, I just got some
blue lights and a siren. We can put them on
my gocart and pull people for driving too
slowly."
"I'll be dressed and on my way in a few
minutes, Barf. Don't you leave without
me, you scoundrel. I wouldn't miss this for
anything in the world."

Edgar's offers beer, pleasant atmosphere
By Peter O'Leary
Features Writer
Edgar's, the Student Union Nite Club, is
now in its third year of operation and according to Bud Wilcox, Edgar's manager,
it has been the best so far.
But many students have never even been
inside, and some misguided and uniformed
souls are unaware of it's location or that it
exists at all. This is one of the problems
that Wilcox is trying to alleviate.
v"It's the student's bar," explains
Wilcox. "I'd like to see everyone take advantage of the services Edgar's offers."
What, then, are Edgar's services to the
Clemson student? First of all, there's beer.
Four varieties are offered on tap, in cups,
and pitchers. There are also three types of
California wines, and for the non-alcohol
consuming customers coke, sprite, tab,
and lukewarm water are offered.
Popcorn, pretzels, and potato chips are
available along with such culinary delights
as Penrose hot sausages and pickled eggs.
ft ft • fl m a ■

- When you've got your beer and pickled
egg you can sit back and relax. The official
definition of Edgar's governing policies
reads as follows: "The Nite Club has a lowkey atmosphere and offers diversified
forms of entertainment. A relaxed setting
is created by nice furnishings, plants, and
the absence of loud music. These attractions distinguish Edgar's from the bars
downtown and are the reasons Edgar's is
called a Nite Club."
Of course all Nite Clubs offer quality"
entertainment and Edgar's is no different.
" 'Variety is the spice of life' and this is the
credo Edgar's follows in it's search for
entertainment," said Wilcox.
"We're always open to suggestions, I
like to get variety in the acts we sponsor,"
stated Wilcox. "We've got plenty of opportunities for shows, movies, and other
entertainment by the students. They're
welcome to bring their ideas in."
For the students who do possess some
talent (or think they do), local talent night

is every Tuesday. Most of the acts lately
have been single or duo guitar acts. But
again, variety is encouraged, os if you
don't have a guitar but do have a sense of
humor, why not try out your comic skills
on an audience? Auditions can be arranged, so get your act together and try it out.
Wednesday night finds the best bargain
in town at Edgar's. Men's night means
happy hour prices all night and a pretty
good crowd. Thursday night is ladies
night, but this evening has not been as successful as men's night. "Better effort from.
the ladies is requested," said the manager,
manager.
Friday and Saturday are "live" entertainment nights at the Nite Club. Edgar's
strives to bring in a variety of acts ranging
from single acts to bands and occasionally
comedians.
Mac Frampton will be playing for one
night this semester, and "Forecast", a
jazz band, is coming back for a second appearance.

A new addition to events at Edgar's is
the Spring Fling which is planned for the
end of the semester. No details on its content or design are available now, but the
Fling will hopefully become an annual
event if the first try is successful.
Many special events are also planned for
the remainder of the semester at Edgar's.
All of the televised Clemson basketball
games are shown on the big screen TV, as
well as the ACC tournament on March 1-3.
There are also several backgammon tournaments each semester which draw large
crowds of participants.
Other services offered by Edgar's include party kegs for any chartered
organization on campus. "Holding your
meetings at Edgar's is a pleasant experience, and will probably increase your
attendance and membership," said
Wilcox.
Employes of Edgar's are students. They
work to make Edgar's a pleasant respite
from the "rowdies" downtown.
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Ex-'Moonie' shares experiences in cult
By Jim Vaughan
Features Writer
Chris D. Elkins, a former adherent of
Korean evangelist Sun Myung Moon,
spoke at the First Baptist Church and the
Baptist Student Union Sunday, Feb. 4, on
his experiences as a "Moonie."
Elkins was with the movement for two
and one half years, from June, 1973, to
January, 1976. Elkins hold several positions of authority. He was managing editor
of two Moon sponsored newspapers,
liaison to Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C.,
and special assistant to the president of the
Unification Church of America.
Elkins is presently resource consultant
for the Baptist Home Mission Board as
well as a student at Southern Mississippi
University. Elkins, who traveled 100,000
miles last year speaking about his experiences, explained, "I'm not out to start
anti-Moonie groups or lynch parties, but
we need to be aware of who and what we
are supporting in parking lots and street
corners among those soliciting funds in the
name of work, youth programs, and
charities."
When one hears the word "Moonie," immediately a picture of a glazed eyed, uptight, and sloppily dressed person races
through the mind. However, Elkins explained that most Moonies are well dressed, considerate, and of impeccable sexual
and moral standards.
A Moonie believes in a pro-military
stance and is viciously anti-Communist,
thus appealing to conservative legislators.

«

Working 18 hours a day selling flowers at
$2 a bunch, he or she can make $200 each
day of a total membership of 7500 in the
United States, 1000 work each day selling
and collecting funds for the cause-to set up
a world-wide church with Sun Myung
Moon as leader, the "Christ." "With property all over the world, this man is not to
be scoffed at," said Elkins.
Moon seriously believes that he is the
Christ, the Third Adam after Jesus, and it
is his mission to set up a heaven on earth.
Numbering 200,000 division around the
world, the church is identified by other 100
names, including God Bless Our Nation,
Council On the Unification of the Sciences,
and Freedom of Leadership Foundation.
Elkins said he was drawn into the
organization when he was a senior at
Arizona University, president of his fraternity, and a devout Christian for many
years. He said that the Moonie who approached him was kind, considerate, and
clean-cut and spoke of a world crusade to
better humanity.
Soon, Elkins was attending lectures
nightly. Using the Bible as the basis, the
Moonies infused their own distorted meanings into it. Appealing to reason, intellect,
and curiosity, ^the Moonie usually attracts
the college Christian and his basic
psychological and social needs: belonging,
self-esteem, and peer acceptance.
"Eventually, the church makes you
totally dependent on them by taking away
any outside jobs and any communication
with your family. Pretty soon they have
total control over you," said Elkins.

Rising quickly within the organization,
Elkins often went to White House dinner
receptions in honor of both Presidents Nixon and Ford. In fact, the Moonies they
were the only group to stay with Nixon to
the end. The purpose was to gain friends in
high positions who could lend legitimacy to
the movement.
Elkins escaped from the organization
when he realized that he must believe that
Moon was the Christ or he wasn't.
Moon bases his "counterfeit" theology
on the Bible but distorts it to suit his needs.
Elkins explained that the logical nature of
the theology appeals to the intellect. The
basis of the theology is the God centered
family, which was the original purpose of
man.
According to Moon, Lucifer seduced
Eve, who produced an "evil" child, Cain.
Eve then seduced Adam, producing Abel.
The plan for the God centered family failed, and Jesus was needed to establish it.

Elkins said, "Since Jesus Christ was
murdered, he failed in his mission to
establish the God centered family.
Another belief of the Moonies is that since
Mary, mother of Jesus, and Elizabeth,
mother of John the Baptist, worked in the
corrupt temple, they were seduced by the
priest, Zacharias. Thus, John and Jesus
were half-brothers.
Since Jesus failed in his mission, a new
Christ must return to establish the Family.
Who else is this but Sun Myung Moon.
Don't laugh; lesser men have made
greater impacts on the world, such as
Hitler."
In closing, Elkins stressed, "We must
not hate the Moonies, but we must "love
them. The only way to turn people away
from the Unification Church is not to attack them or be hostile but to show them
that love exists outside the church. But do
not support them by buying their flowers.
If they see love in a person, not in the
church, they might realize something is
wrong."

&

SWRL
Clemson Shopping Center-Clemson

PASS THE BUCKS

99

for the
R. C. Edwards Endowment Fund
Reception Before The Game At 6:00
In the Old Gym At Fike.
Hors D'Oeuvres and Beverages

Our Goal Is One Dollar
From Every Student.
Pledges Also Taken For
Every Point Scored
By The Tigers

Carnations For Valentines
Day Will Also Be Sold

All Money Will
Be Donated To
The R.C. Edwards
Endowment Fund
Sponsored by Central Spirit
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the tiger
P.D.Q. Bach: Music (?) of the rarest kind
Completing the first half of the program
were the "Twelve Quiet Heavenly Songs"
for bargain-counter tenor, basso blotto,
and keyboard. Each of the songs more or
less dealt with a sign of the Zodiac, or
something related to it.
The second half of the program included
a slide lecture by Prof. Schickele which
began with a photographic tour of the
University of Southern North Dakota at
Hoople, where Schickele teaches. The
show quickly progressed to its main topic,
the life and times of P.D.Q. Bach. In this
presentation Schickele showed some of the
relatives and inventions of Bach, including
the left hand sewer flute, the wind breaker,
and the shower hose in D-flat.

Clemson will never be the same after
Tuesday night's performance of the music
of P.D.Q... Bach by Professor Peter
Schickele. Accompanied by the Semi-Pro
Musica Antiqua, Schickele filled Littlejohn
Coliseum with music (of sorts) and
laughter (alot).

Concert Comments
by Jim Stovall
Schickele's expressed purpose is to prove the existence of P.D.Q. Bach and perform his music, but he commented "The
more people hear of P.D.Q.'s music, the
more they doubt that he truly existed."
Whatever the case, the humorous reality"
I of Schickele and his cohorts makes for a
I truly funny performance.
The concert opened as Schickele explained that he was attempting "to perform P.D.Q.'s music the way that he intended, if he intended for it to be heard."
With that he launched into the "Abassoonata" without the aid of his pianist, who
finally rushed onto the stage during the
final measures of the piece.
The unusual combination of baroque
figures, jazz licks, and many, many missed notes, along with Schickele's antics as
he attempted to play the piano and the bassoon simultaneously, kept the auidience
thoroughly amused.
The performance continued with the introduction of John Ferrante, billed as a
bargain-counter tenor. Ferrante sacrific-

Completing the evening, the group performed "Hansel and Gretel and Ted and
Alice," an opera in one unnatural act.
Schickele explained that it was written for
a cast of seven but that they would have to
perform with only two singers. The total
confusion of characters and costumes
created some truly humorous scenes.
At the close of the opera the entire audience came to its feet for a long standing
ovation.
Pholo by Klosinski

PROFESSOR PETER SHICKELE plays the piano and bassoon simultaneously during the
Semi-Pro Musica Antlqua's performance of music by P.D.Q. Bach.
The "Goldbrick Variations" for piano
ed himself as the soloist in "Shepard on the
was performed by David Oei, who holds a
Rocks, with a Twist," which required one
black belt in piano. Oei played serenely,
bargain-counter tenor and devious inoblivous to the shenanigans of stage
struments. Said instruments included the
manager William Walters, blown lighting
tromboon, a cross between the trombone
fuses, and the explosion of the speaker's
and the bassoon and a combination of the
disadvantages of both.
podium on the stage.

Those that braved the snow and icy conditions got what they came for, an evening
of terrific (though unusual) entertainment. This show was probably one of the
most enjoyable presentations of the
University Concert Series this year.
The next scheduled concert will be the
performance of Leonard Bernsteins
operetta Candide on Feb. 27, in Daniel
Auditorium.

Nicollette, Dire Straits bring new sounds
"Dire Straits" by Dire Straits
Warner Bros. BSK 3266
"Dire Straits," the debut album from
the English group of the same name, is a
pretty good record that, unfortunately,
grows stale not because of a lack of talent
but out of a need for musical variety of
some sort.

Off the Record
by Richard Brooks
The band, consisting of lead guitaristvocalist-songwriter Mark Knopfler,
rhythm guitarist David Knopfler, bassist
John Hlsley, and drummer Pick Withers,
combines rock and blues to create a potentially successful musical style.
"Down to the Waterline" and "Water of
Love," the first two songs of the album,
are typical of Dire Straights. The lead
guitar work is particularly good and is
somewhat reminiscent of Eric Clapton.
Although the vocals are not bad, the lead
singer's range is almost non-existent and
quickly becomes monotonous.
The music speeds up on "Setting Me
Up;" other than that, however, the song
has nothing to distinguish it from the first
two except a different title. The same applies to "Six Blade Knife" and "Southbound Again."
"Sultans of Swing," the chart hit from
"Dire Straits," opens the album's second
side and marks an improvement in the

record's musical selection.
The next cut, "In the Gallery," is the
best number on the album. The lyrics are
an interesting account of Harry, the
sculptor, who cannot get his work exhibited in a gallery until he dies.
"Wild West End" is the most unique
song of the record. It features an acoustic
guitar solo and more enthusiastic vocals
than the other tracks. "Lions," the
album's final number, is disappointingly
like the first side's songs and does not compare well to the three songs preceding it.
"Nicolette" by Nicolette Larson
Warner Bros. BSK 3243

One of the hottest records of the year so
far is "Nicolette," the debut album of
Nicolette Larson. "Nicolette" is skillfully
produced by Ted Templeman to showcase
Nicolette's immense talent and diversity.
Appearances by some very big music industry "names" and backing by outstanding studio musicians has also helped insure the album's success.
"Lotta Love," the opening cut of the
album, is familiar to anyone who owns a
radio. Written by Neil Young, the song has
been on the charts for several weeks.
Nicolette, incidentally,, sings backing
vocals on Neil Young's latest album,
"Comes A Time."

Concert Notes
By Jim Stovall
Entertainment Editor
Charlotte Coliseum
Feb.9 - Teddy Pendergrass (tentative)
Feb. 14 - Johnny Mathis
March 3 - Chuck Mangione C tentative)
March 9 - Kenny Rogers
March 10 - The Lettermen
March 16 - Harry Chap in (tentative)

Feb. 9 - Sealevel, Oconee - Tillman
Greenville Memorial Auditorium
Feb. 15 - Johnny Mathis
Feb. 1 - Statler Bros.
Fox Theatre
Feb. 12,13 - Engelbert Humperdink - $12.50. $10.00, $7.50
March 17- LizaMinelli - $15.25
Omni, Greensboro
no concerts scheduled

Great Southeast Music Hall, Atlanta
Feb. 16,17-J.J. Cale
How To Get Tickets For Concerts
Charlotte Coliseum - No phone-in orders. Mail to 2700 E.
Independence Blvd., Charlotte, N.C. 28205. Money orders,
cashiers cheques only. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
Carolina Coliseum, Columbia - Phone orders for VISA
or MasterCharge, 777-5113. Mail orders to box 11515, Columbia, S.C. 29211. Money orders or cashiers cheques only.
-Omni - Phone orders with major bank cards, 404/5779600. Omni ticket office, 100 Techwood Ave., Atlanta, Ga.
30303.
Fox Theatre - Phone orders with major bank cards,
404/881-1978. Checks or money orders, 660 Peachtree St.,
NE, Atlanta, Ga. 30308. Checks take longer.
Atlanta Civic Center, Symphony Hall, Agora Ballroom,
Great Southeast Music Hall - S.E.A.T.S. locations in
Atlanta. Mail address same as the Omni.
Greenville Auditorium - Information, 803/242-6393. Box
10348, Greenville, S.C. 29603.
Greensboro Coliseum - Money orders, cashiers cheques
only, payable to event name. Enclose self addressed,
stamped envelope and 50c per order. 1921 W. Lee St.,
Greensboro, N.C. 27403.

Another good cut from the first side is
"Can't Get Enough Of You," which
features a backing vocal appearance by
Doobie Brother Michael McDonald.
Nicolette did a nice job on the last cut of
the side, an old Burt Bacharach number,
"Mexican Divorce." The song features
vocal harmonies by Nicolette and Linda
Ronstadt.
The second side begins with a remake of
the early sixties song, "Baby, Don't You
Do It," by the veteran songwriting team of
Brian and Eddie Holland and Lamont
Dozier. "Give A Little," the next song, was
written for Nicolette by her keyboard
player, Billy Payne. It is a nice song
highlighted by a saxophone solo and also
features a backing vocal by Linda
Ronstadt.
Nicolette goes country with two songs,
"Angels Rejoiced" and "Come Early Morning." She plays acoustic guitar on both
numbers, and the vocals, backed once
again by Linda Ronstadt, are great if you
like hillbilly corn.
"French Waltz" is the best cut of the
record. Nicolette plays guitar along with
Patrick Simmons, another member of the
Doobie Brothers. The song is soft and pretty, and the accordian accompanied
chorus, which Nicolette sings in French, is
excellent. "Last In Love," a pretty ballad
by J. D. Souther and Glenn Frey of the
Eagles, is the last track of the record.
(Review copies of "Nicolette" by Nicolette
Larson and "Dire Straits" by Dire Straits
courtesy of WSBF.)
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arts / entertainment
Puppet performance
portrays 'Hobbit'story
By Elizabeth Petit
Entertainment Writer
An on-stage performance of J.R.R.
Tolkien's The Hobbitt, sponsored by the
Union Cultural Committee,
will be
presented by the Hutsah Puppet Theatre
Friday night.
The show is performed by six puppeteers
who control over 30 nearly life sized puppets. The head of the Hutsah Puppet
Theatre and creator/director of the show
is puppeteer Rusty Steiger, 31, who builds
most of the puppets himself. "I'm a strong
believer in puppetry as an adult art," said
Steiger.
His production of The Hobbitt is aimed
at Tolkien enthusiasts and is a full-length
production with three acts, 23 scenes, and
12 backgrounds drawn by artist Karl
Raack. Steiger's unique puppets are
operated much like Jim Henson's Muppets
on a 20-foot stage with threee different
playing areas and a full lighting system.
Steiger was a drama major at
Valparaiso University eight years ago
when he saw "Sesame Street" and began
making his own puppets "because it was
fun." He did shows from 1972 to 1974 in
New York working for the Department of

Parks and Recreation presenting puppet
shows in playgrounds during the summer
and writing original shows. Over five or
six years he developed puppets like the
fearsome goblin and the wizard Gandalf,
both characters in The Hobbitt.
The puppet play premiered in 1977 at
First Chicago Center. Steiger then took the
show on a tour of college campuses, including Northwestern University. Steiger,
who said he chose the work specifically
because of its popularity with college audiences, also composed the score for the
two-hour play. The music was written for a
10-piece orchestra, including the lute,
harp, harpsichord, recorder, and cello.
The puppets themselves, including Bilbo
Baggins (a hobbitt), Gandalf (a wizard),
elves, dwarfs, trolls, giant spiders, and a
ferocious, yellow eyed dragon, are
beautifully detailed almost to the point of
reaching the fantasy proportion of animation. The show also contains some special
effects like flashing eyes, flapping wings,
and smokey breath.
The actual construction of the puppets
takes 10 to 12 hours, according to Steiger.
They are built with careful precision, and
the end product, he admitted somewhat
abashedly, can be a little startling — even
to him.

Steiger does another show, a musical of
Tarzan, called "Swingin! Through the
Trees," which gave his company its name.
"Hutsah," he said, "is a jungle word
which, like the Hawaiian word 'aloha,' can
mean many things, including 'hello' and
'goodbye.'"

This exciting, magical production of the
Tolkien favorite will be shown in Tillman
Auditorium Friday, Feb. 16, at 8 p.m. Admission for students will be $1.50 in advance and $2.00 at the door. General public
admission is $2.50. Tickets may be purchased at the Union Program Office.

**#*********************************************************£
No Wheels Need a Lift?Call...

TIGER TAXI
Serving the
;/
Clemson "Metro
Area
Shopping, Medical trips,
package pick-ups, work,
games, parties, school, and
all other transportation
needs
Basic Rates: $1.00/mile
for 1st 2 miles
50Vmi!e each additional
mile
Stteitl Itttt for Groats, RtitJtrits, tri
Rtpltr (Prt-iohttfiltd) Ri<trt
For additional information call:

*

Downtown Clemson
Next to Lynch's Drugstore
208 College Avenue
Hrs. 9:30-5:30
Phone 654-4484

3

l***************************** ^**^^

654-6400
Service 7 days a week. Tiger Quick!

"RIDE A TIGER"
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"The Women's Room': one- sided view of life
The Women's Room, by Marilyn
French, has been rated number one on the
New York Times Best Seller List in recent
weeks and is currently the top best seller
on college campuses. However, these impressive statistics exaggerate the book's
true quality. This contemporary novel is

Book Marks
by Robin Richards
merely an addition to the long list of books
concerning women's roles in society.
Books of this genre have glutted the
market for several years.
Perhaps its popularity is due to carefully
planned and heavily budgeted publicity exploiting the snowballing women's rights

movement. Whatever the cause, its acceptance is certainly not related to the content
of the novel. What emerges from these
pages is not a startling realization of how
badly society has treated women since the
dawn of civilization but an angry, bitter,
and totally slanderous view of malefemale relationships.
French centers her story of female
repression around the life of Mira Ward,
child of the 40's, mother of the 60's, and
feminist of the early 70's. Admittedly, the
generation of women before us may relate
to the sad plight of Mira's stifled adolescent ambitions. Proper women were not
"allowed" to have careers in the 50's and
were less than subtly prodded into marriage and the American Dream of a husband, children, and a house in suburbia. At
this point in the novel any semblance of
reality ends and stereotypes become the
norm instead of the exception.
All of Mira's housewife friends are mar-

ried to wife beaters, adulterers, lushes,
and sloths. The women's lives revolve
around whining children, overwhelming
housework, and demanding spouses. One
by one, Mira's friends either commit
suicide, become alcoholics, have nervous
breakdowns, or get pregnant for the
seventh unwanted time. Their attempted
escapes from the stagnation of married
life are futile.
Meanwhile, back at the office, the
husbands are having a glorious time in
their stable, macho world of football,
booze, and occasional clandestine flings
with college-age secretaries, not to mention their wives' best friends. This introduces a major contradiction in the
book. French rationalizes the women's extramarital affairs by a vague explanation
of their need to "broaden horizons and
seek fulfillment" that is not provided in the
framework of marriage.
Contrary to this is the author's accusation that all men are animals lusting after
younger women to reinforce the male
macho ego. What French fails to realize is
that these two attitudes are inextricably
intertwined. French's attack on men is
rather onesided when you consider that

women like herself are the same women
that cause the suffering of neglected
wives. It's a vicious circle with no
escape.
Mira divorces her husband and returns
to graduate school to "find herself." While
at Harvard she is befriended by other
women graduate students, all of whom
view men with varying degrees of disdain.
Throughout the remainder of this thinly
disguised autobiography, the author
burdens the reader with pages upon pages
of feminist propaganda extolling the many
virtues of the female sex.
Yet, for all prejudice the book contains,
French concedes, "Maybe the problem is
that we don't know each other very well,
men and women. Maybe we need each
other too much to be able to know each
other."
In the final analysis, all the major
characters in the novel deny their need for
men, choosing instead to find contentment
wholly within themselves. Mira admits her
lonliness, as do the others, but she freely
decides to fight the battle of solitude rather
than risk the vulnerability of a love relationship. This, Ms. French, is a fear shared
by women and men alike.

Gone Down Lately
Go Down With

The
Dixie Skydivers

Now Featuring These Specials
Til 6 SQ clV Manacotti or Lasagna For Two, Antipasto Salad, Glass
of Wine, French Bread and Butter ••••••••••••••••••••••• $750

Class Organizational
Meeting

^V edneSQciy Spaghetti with Meatsauce, Mushrooms or Meatballs.
Tossed Salad, French Bread and Butter, Tea, Coffee or Coke.. . .$*> 00
Th U rsd ay 9" Pizza Your Choice of Ingredient. Salad, Coffee,
TeaorCoke
$000

THURSDAY FEB. 15th
STUDENT - SENATEChambers
9:00 P.M.

102 North Clemson Avenue

E

PEACE CORPS

16 02. Bud

$039

Old Mill.

$-|79

It offers professional development and
Challenge.
Requirements:
• must be a U.S. citizen
• although the minimum age is 18 years, very few applicants
under 20 have the skills and experience necessary to qualify.
• must meet medical and legal criteria
Training:
• lasts from 4 to 14 weeks, usually in the host country
• emphasizes language and cultural studies
Compensation:
• monthly allowance for food, lodging, incidentals
• medical care
• readjustment allowance of $125 per month, set aside in the
U.S., usually payable at completion of service
• optional life insurance at minimum rate
• personal satisfaction and overseas career development
NEEDED; People with experience or degrees In:
Agriculture/farming
Business Education, •specially ma
its
special education, Ind
Engineering
Engineering, especially
Nutrition, Home Ec (D
ee required)
Health Professions
Skilled Trades
Auto/Diesel Maintenance

Placement Office
February 21, 1979

CAMPUS CAMERA
UNIV.SO.

CLEMSON, S.C.

654-6900

DODODoaanooooD

2 Liter Royal
Crown Cola

c

79

Lowest Priced Cigarettes
In Town!

Kings

100s

$409

$^|19

Formerly Thriftway Market

Hours 7-11,
7 days a week

INTERVIEWS:

CDNVEN/EMZ: 5WRE5
Pendleton Road

Lost? Found? Selling?
The Tiger's Classified Ads
Are Free To Students.
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campus bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The deadline for all announcements to be
printed in "Campus Bulletin" is 9 p.m. Tuesday
nigt for the Friday publication

Young Democrats wili have an organizational
meeting Monday night at 7:30 in 207 Daniel Hali.

An "achiever" is an active, responsible
organized, original thinker who relates well to
other people. Many of these skills can be learned
in a new Counseling Center group called
"strategies". Check with the Counseling Center,
200Tillman.

What does William James say about improving concentration? Join a study skills group in
the Counseling Center, 200 Tillman, and find out.

Don't miss the Beaux' Stategem. Free admission.

.S'?"13 Ja" Epsilon will be inviting members
this Monday at 6:30 p.m. There is an informal
recepton afterwards.

If you are interested in assisting students who
have problems and need to talk to someone over
the phone, give HOTLINE a call at 654-1040 between 8 p.m. and 7 a.m.

A Women's group dealing with the physical
and emotional aspects of a woman's sexual life
will be held from Monday, Feb. 12 to Tuesday,
Feb. 13, from 3-4:15p.m. and from 4:30-6 p.m.

Learn To
Skydive

Meet yourself halfway. Learn more about
understanding yourself and others. Learn to
know and like yourself better while gaining personal skills in meeting and enjoying others. Join
a free personal growth group. For more information, call or come by the Counseling Center, 200
Tillman Hall.
The Biochemistry Club will meet at the Study
Hall on Monday, Feb. 12, for supper. The group
will meet in front of Mell Hall at 6 p.m. and go to
the Study Hall together. All underclassmen interested in the club for next year are especially
urged to attend.

Attention: ail majors in health, medicine, and
biology. Dr. James Hill from the Medical College
of Georgia will speak on Wednesday, Feb. 21, at 4
p.m. in the Student Senate chamber, about drug
delivery systems and iontophoreis. He will also
be recruiting for the medical school. The program wilT be sponsored by the Biochemistry

For More Information Gall
Ed Elsea at 654-1386

2tt)# (ttouttfnj &>tntt

For Sale: 1976 Triumph Spitfire. Good gas
mileage, excellent condition, one owner runs
io.fA^1 You nave t0 ^ jt to believe it. Call
882-0318 evenings or 654-1902 at work. Ask for

Summer staff needed, including canoe and raft
guides, cooks, repair persons, bookkeeper. Full
and part-time March through October. Must be
18 years old. Guides need first aid and
Whitewater experience. Contact Wiidwater, Ltd.,
400 West Rd., Portsmouth, Va. 23707 Phone
804/397-6658.

For Sale: Dressmaker sewing machine: zigzag; buttonholer; zipper foot; pattern cams; invisible hemmer. Portable. Reasonably priced.
Call 646-3838 after 4 p.m.

Wanted: Single girl who can sing and who has
an inspiration to make a career in the entertainment field to record popular song. Audition in
Atlanta in May for start in hotels in Atlanta and
Las Vegas. Will finance the one chosen.
References furnished. Send photo, age, height to
R.H. Jones. 2331 Washington Road. Augusts. Ga.

PERSONALS
C & G: What a way to spend Valentine's Day
engaged! Love you both. Doc.

HEAD HUNTERS TOO
Styling
salon

Class Organization
Meeting

Thursday Feb. 15th
Student Senate
Chambers
9:00 P.M.

For Sale: A silver Cleveland trumpet, good
condition, good case. Also, a two-tone trombone
with case. Call 3250 during business hours and
ask for J .A. Lambert.

CLASSIFIEDS
Men! Women! Jobs Cruise Ships! Freighters'
No experience. High pay! See Europe, Hawaii,
Australia, South America. Career Summer!
Send $3.85 for information to Seaworld, Box
61035, Sacramento, Ca. 95860.

3808

of Clemson.

Anderson, S.C.
Ph. 224-8578

103-B Glemson street

LSAT

MCAT*BRE*DAT
PCAT*OCAT*GMAT
SAT*VAT*LSAT
NMB I, II, III
ECFMG*FLEX*VQE
NAT'L DENT BDS*NURSING BDS

GIFTS

STANLEY KAPLAN

UNI VERSITY SQUARE MALL

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

PANTS & OR ere.

654-2599
70 Imported Cheeses
From Around
The World

01
«l

Levi, Snapfinger
Faded Glory,
Male, Blaze
Calvin Klein

Guys and Gals

0mm

IMPORTED BEER: Guiness
Stout, John Courage, St.
Pauli Girl, Bass, Beck.
WINES: Christian
Brothers, Ricasoli, B&G,
Kayser.

O

) Alphwashunj-uponSinAmi,
H\ v-\r a cheerleader type.
But Sue Ann w«huvy on Cheering
ana bwhinj- -hence--no tirnefor
Ralph.y

Fresh Coffee Beans

Test Preparation Specialists Since 1338
OPEN DAYS. EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

Mid-Winter Sale

15% off
All Merchandise
Hurry!
Ph. 654-6855

For Information, Please Call:

(803) 256-0673
711-BSaluda Avenue
Columbia, S.C. 29205

Monday-Saturday

<J

223 Pendleton Road • Clemson SC 29631
• 654-5282

VISTA

VISTA

Kow-Su«Ami torn for CUFFS
tneHet ftMWrW wah'Ralph- • •

If you are the kind of person who can adapt and
has the willingness to help solve some of the
problems in the U.S. and
If you have a strong commitment to help people in
need; VISTA * NEEDS YOU

NEW PROGRAMS
More
opportunities
to
volunteers
with
backgrounds in LIBERAL ARTS, architecture and
planning, business, construction, education,
health services, LAW, and social work.

VISTA FACTS
Requirements:
• 18 years of age or over
• U.S. Citizen or permanent resident
• must meet medical and legal criteria
Compensation
• monthly allowance for food, lodging, incidentals
• stipend of $50 per month usually payable at completion of
service
• medical care
• optional life insurance at minimum rate
• personal satisfaction and career development
INTERVIEWS:

Placement Office

• VISTA — >7oiunte;eira fn Service To America—

The OPEN BOOK
UNIVEk

./SQUARE MALL

OPEN MON-SAT10 AM-9 PM
654-6785
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the tiger
Tigers face
crucial games
GUARD DERRICK JOHNSON passes to
forward Horace Wyatt in the Tiger win
over USC last Saturday. Johnson has
sparked the Tigers with some excellent
play coming off the bench and teaming
with Bobby Conrad in the Clemson offensive attack. The next week and a half will
give the Tigers the proving ground they
need to test the recent success. The next
home game is Feb. 14 against the Virginia
Cavaliers.

Hr

Clemson basketball gaining respect of the ACC
"Now ya'll are close enough to talk and
give the other guys some grief." This is
how Clemson head basketball coach Bill
Foster described the new seating arrangement in Littlejohn Coliseum.
The students have been given their
customary seats behind the score's table
to the rafters plus four sets of bleachers to
the side of each basket.
"We have three sides, and we are hoping
for four," commented Foster on his
seating plans. According to the Clemson
coach, several IPTAY members have
already called to express their feelings on
the subject of losing their floor seats. "We

Trailing the
Tiger

oo^
are going to cut this stuff out about buying
season tickets just to see the conference
games. If they don't come, we move them
up," Foster said.
"At home we need as much enthusiasm
and friendly intimidation as possible. It
does affect the other team; I know because

I played. It affects our kids when we are on
the road. Every road game we have played
this year has been a sellout. We have the
students going; now we are trying to get
the adult group with the program," Foster
commented.
As for the rest of the conference
schedule, "The two league games at home
with Duke and Virginia will be toughies,"
forecasted Foster.
Foster commented on a couple of the
Duke players. "Gminski would be a seven
footer if he had any kind of neck. He has
the body of a 7'1" player, but he stands only about 6'10". But you don't block many
shots with your teeth, do you?"
Concerning Gene Banks' comment that
he would like to play Clemson every game
of the year, Foster replied, "Yeah, I
remember that one. We have it up on the
bulletin board. I'm positive that noise
would affect a player like Banks.
"I like the new jump ball rule. We have
on film every jump ball of the USA game,
and on every one there was a violation. All
the new rule does is take the human error
out of the most error prone element of the
game," Foster said. "All of the jump balls
even out in the end, and as of right now I
feel every coach in the league will vote to
leave it in."
Once again this year, the Atlantic Coast
Conference tournament will be worked by
officials from another conference in crews
of three. "Although it (three officials) is
the accepted thing, I am not ready to say
anything except that the mechanics have
gotten better," the Tiger roundball mentor
stated.
"Our veterans are giving better play, we

have become more competitive, and we
are not a factor in every game we play. It
is kind of a crawl-walk-run process. We
are now somewhere in the walk area.
Foster named Pennsylvania, Florida,
and South Carolina as the major recruiting
areas for the Tigers. The staff is looking
for a big guard and a big forward this year.
"Georgia Tech and Georgia are doing
great jobs in their own state, so it is now
difficult to get a player out of Georgia, said
Foster. "The junior class in South Carolina
high schools is probably the best in the
history of the state, so we don't want to
have a large recruiting year like we did
last year," Foster said.
The Clemson coach cited Derrick
Johnson, Bobby Conrad, Marvin Dickerson, and Billy Williams for good, consistent play. . ."Derrick is hitting 55 per cent
coming off the bench, scoring more, and
playing less time. Bobby is really playing
well at the present time." Foster stated.
All three were instrumental in the 85-74
win over Wake Forest Wednesday night.
Concerning post-season activity, Foster
has taken a "wait-and-see attitude. "It
would be nice. The ACC tournament will
decide our chances, and that will be our
mode of transportation to the playoffs."
The NCAA has a rule that only two
teams from one conference can attend the
national championship tournament.
"Duke and North Carolina will be in the
pot simply by tradition alone plus this
year's record. Maryland will be considered by tradition if the tops win at least
19 games," the Clemson coach commented.

Clemson has a basketball identity problem. If the Tigers reel off several victories in a row, the media immediately
begin calling the victories upsets. To a certain extent this is true, but sooner or later
Clemson basketball will become respected
as being the solid winning program that it
has been for the past several years.
Until that time, the ACC and the Big
Four schools in general will look down
their noses at the "lowly" Tigers. There is
always the customary "Clemson is a tough
team" in the pro-game quotes, but after
the Tigers have won the story usually ends
up that "we did not play as well as we
would have liked to."
What the present Clemson basketball
staff is trying to do is build a tradition, a
winning tradition in the country ;s best
basketball conference-bar none. Although
the ACC does not have the national championships, it does have the wlklore, true
basketball tales of great comebacks and
smashing upsets on cold, snowy, southern
evenings.
Even names of the home arenas have
become synonimous with toughness. Cole
Fieldhouse, Carmichael Auditorium,
Cameron Indoor Stadium, Winston-Salem
Memorial Coliseum, Reynolds Coliseum,
University Hall, and Littlejohn Coliseum
all have stories to tell about great victories
and agonizing defeats.
ACC coaches are celebrities, and every
conference in the country just wishes for
the success that the Atlantic Coast has had
in the past and will have in the future.
Clemson basketball is now building to
add to that tradition. It won't happen overnight, but it will happen.
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sports
Maryland native leads women tankers
Normally when one thinks about ailAmericans at Clemson. the maior SDorts of
mediately spring to mind, However, that is
not always the case. The swimming team
at Clemson also has an ail-American. The
ail-American in this case is sophomore
Janet Ellison.
The native of Silver Spring, Maryland,
has been swimming in competition since
age nine. She said, "There was a summer

Tiger Close-Up
by Bill Pepper
league near where I live, and my mother
just talked me into getting involved. She
said that it would be good for me."
Janet later started swimming with the
AAU (Amateur Athletic Union) because "I
wanted to swim all year." In addition to
her AAU competition, the sophomore also
swam for the Sherwood High School team.
Ellison first came into contact with
Clemson when her AAU team swam a dual
meet against Clemson. After the AAU nationals, Ellison was contacted by Clemson
swimming coach Bob Boettner.

"My parents and I came to visit the campus, and we all really liked Clemson.
Before that, I was considering North
Carolina State, Southern Methodist
University and Texas. I didn't have a
chance to visit Texas or SMU because they
are so far away. . .1 really didn't like NC
State because it was located in the city,"
said Ellison.
There are many different events in
swimming competition. Ellison's
specialties are the breast stroke and the individual medley. A swimming medley is a
combination of four basic strokes:
freestyle, backstroke, breast stroke, and
the butterfly.
Ellison is optimistic about the upcoming
ACC/and AAU championships. Concerning
the ACC championships, she commented,
"The team should definitely finish third
behind North Carolina and NC State. As
for myself, I am hoping to win the breast
stroke."
"My main competition will come from a
North Carolina swimmer. The North
Carolina-Clemson dual meet was a disappointment because we were both ill; that
won't allow for much comparison." The
sophomore is looking forward to the AAU
national championships. "I hope to do a lot
better than last year. I am much more confident this year."
Competitive swimming requires a lot of
time and hard work. The Maryland native
explained, "At the beginning of the season,
we practiced between four and five hours

Photo by Hatfield

j ELLISON
each day. We have a morning workout and
an afternoon session. The practices consist
of swimming and weight training. Now
that the season is almost over, our weight
work consists of a light, easy, 20-minute
workout.
Ellison is an elementary education major. She plans to work in special education
primarily with children suffering from
learning disabilities or behavior problems.
She would also like to be a swim coach. She

is unsure about where she would like to
work, but she commented, "If a good job in
a good area were available, I would probably stay in South Carolina."
The future teacher is interested in helping develop the AAU program in South
Carolina. "The program in South Carolina
is undeveloped compared to Maryland's
program. In addition to her swimming,
Ellison also belongs to the Pi Beta Phi
sorority.

rYour talent deserves^
exciting company.
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reserve a career
challenge for you
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Lady Tigers outhustle, upset the Gamecocks
Barbara Kennedy was a major factor during the second half as she made several
steals and scored on numerous inside
shots. Kennedy tallied 23 points in the contest to lead Clemson.
Clemson Head Coach Annie Tribble
stated, "That was the finest defense we
have played in a long time. We felt that if
we went out and played a basic game and
didn't try to run with them, we could win."
The Lady Tigers also got good efforts
from senior guard Drema Greer and
junior forward Kathy Wilson.
Greer played a ball handling role down
the stretch as she dribbled away the Lady
Gamecocks' opportunity for victory.
Wilson scored in double figures, 10
points, and had her finest game of the
year. Coach Tribble said afterwards, "I
could see yesterday in practice that Kathy
was ready to play. She had a big game
against Carolina her freshman year, so I
think that was in the back of her mind. It
certainly was her best performance of the
season."
USC Head Coach Pam Parsons said,

By Cobb Oxford
Sports Editor
After taking a 77-60 beating in Columbia
on December 6, the women's basketball
team scored a upset victory against the
same USC Gamecocks, 70-63 last Saturday.
The first half was a seesaw affair that
had Carolina leading at the half by the
count of 36-34. Several times each team
threatened to make a runaway out of the
game, but the contest never did get out of
hand.
South Carolina brought a taller team into Littlejohn, but their height never was a
definite factor in the game. Clemson
neutralized this advantage with some consistent outside shooting by junior guard
, Bobbie Mims.
USC gave Mims the outside shot, and she
took it. She ended the night with 14 points,
and most of those were from downtown
range.
In the second half, the Lady Tigers
scored 14 unanswered points to grab command and seal the game. Freshman center
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From the
Garden of Eden
to today's comic
strip*, famous
couples of fact
and fiction have
found their way
Into each
other's hearts
and Into our
culture. We
have listed 50
men below but
hidden their
"better halves"
In the puzzle
grid. Your task
Is to write the
correct
woman s names
In the spaces
provided and
then to find
them In the
grid. Except for
our two examples, the
form of the
women's names
to be found. I.e.,
first names or
last names, corresponds to the
men's names In
capital letters.

(Information In
parentheses is
for Identification only.) One
man's name Is
not so well
known, but
we're sure
you'll know who
his wife Is.
The women's
names In the
puzzle grid do
not appear in
straight lines.
Instead, each
name spirals
either clockwise
or counterclockwise
around Its first
letter. (Successive letters
are horizontally
or vertically,
but not
diagonally, adlacent to each
other.)
SPONSORED
B Y T H E
GAMES/REC
COM. OF THE
UNIVERSITY
UNION.
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BEFORE FEB.
14TH. THE
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GRACE KELLY spirals thus:

JOSEPHINE,
on the other
hand, appears:

ELLY
KGR
EGA

PES
HJO
INE

40. PUNCH
41. RAINIER
(Prince)

3. ALBERT
(Prince)

la. DONALD
(Duck)

29. LANCELOT

4. ANTONY

17. DWIGHT

30. L'lLABNER

43. ROBIN
(Hood)

5. ARCHIE
(of the comics)

It. FERDINAND
(King)

31. LUNT

44. ROMEO

a. ARTHUR
(King)

19. FRANKLIN
(Roosevelt)

32. MICKEY
(Mouse)

45. KEN
(Rudy)

33. NAPOLEON

46. SAMSON

7. BOGART

20. GABRIEL
34. NARCISSUS

47. SOLOMON

35. ORPHEUS

48. TARZAN

36.0ZZIE

49. WILLIAM
(King)

42. RHETT

37. PARIS
24. IKE
(Turner)

10. CLYDE
U.CUPID

-

50. ZEUS
31. PHILIP
(Prince)

25. JACK
12. CYRANO

Student
Senate
Elections

Please vote
for a candidate
in your section

22. HI
23. HIAWATHA

654-6446

Candidates in B-section,
Cope, Bradley and
Off campus are running

21. HANSEL

9. CHARLIE
(Brown)

DUKE(tt)

Earnhardt 3 0-0 6, Krause 6 2-3 14, Warren 6 5-7 17, McCarthy 4 0-0
8, Matthews 2 2-2 6, Markiewicz 0 O-O 0, Bulger 1 <H> 2, Griffin 0 1-2 1,
Bergaron 1 0-1 2. Totals 23 10-1556.
Halttime — Clemson 42, Duke 22. Fouls — Clemson 10, Duke 16.
Fouled out — None. Attendance — 500.

Tuesday,
Feb.13th

Examplci:

20. JOHNNY

I. BURNS
(George)

CLEMSON (ID
Buford 6 0-3 12, Wise 4 0-0 8, Kennedy 14 1-4 29, Mims 5 0-010, Greer
6 0-0 12, Wilson 0 0-0 0, McMillan 4 <H> 8, Lyerly 1 0-0 2, Cowart 0 0-0 0.
Totals 401-7 81.

Downtown Clemson
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27. JOHN
(Aldan)

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Clemson's Barbara Kennedy scored 29 points Thursday
to lead the Tigers to an easy 86-51 victory
over Duke in the second game in the 2nd
Annual Atlantic Coast Conference
Women's Basketball Tournament.
Kennedy teamed with three other Tiger
players who scored in double figures to
spark the team to its 16th win of the year
against six losses.
Clemson will face North Carolina State,
a 100-43 winner over Wake Forest, at 9
p.m. Friday in a semifinal game.

General Merchandise For
Clemson Students Since 1899

Clubhouse available for private parties

G
N

nament is not the last action for the Lady
Tigers this year. They still have the USC
game and a home rematch with old
nemesis the College of Charleston
Cougars.

Judge Keller's Store

2 bedroom Townhouse *carpeted *drapes *color
co-ordinated kitchen with dishwasher *laundry
center *club house w°fireplace *pool *central
air, heat*$185 up
654-1558 Clemson
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"We were not prepared, and we did not
play until until the last ten minutes of the
game. We did not dominate the boards,
and any time we do not do that we are in
trouble. Clemson
outhustled us in
numerous areas.1'
This victory was truly a big win. The
Lady Tigers' injury situation has not gotten any better and in the USC game they
were minus leading scorer Cissy Bristol,
who is still out with an injury. Tribble
hopes Bristol will return for the playoffs.
As Coach Parsons said, "The rubber game
is the one that counts, and it is played at a
neutral site." The third ClemsonCarolina
game will decide who moves on into the
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (AIAW) championship tournament.
The Lady Tigers beat ACC foe Duke
earlier in the week and are at the present
time competing in the ACC women's tournament in Raleigh, North Carolina. Clemson went into the tourney with only one
conference loss, that one behjgto a powerful Maryland Terps squad. The ACC tour-

39. POPEYE
26. JACOB

13. DAGWOOD
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Clemson fencing reigns as regular-season champs
By Tommy Smith
Sports Writer
Coach Charlie Poteat's fourth rated fencing team, accomplished something that
has never been done by any team before
Saturday. The fencing won the ACC
regular-season championship by going
undefeated in conference action with their
final victory coming against fifth rated
Maryland.
The Tigers traveled to Chapel Hill for a
triangular meet with Air Force and
Maryland. The meet with Maryland was
originally planned for Clemson, but both
the Terps and Tigers wanted to face Air
Force. A neutral site was decided on, and
all three teams agreed on that location.
The two weekend victories have boosted
Clemson's overall record to 14 wins and 1410 defeat. They have accomplished this by
winning two out of every three individual
bouts.
Poteat and his crew defeated Nationally
Ranked Air Force 16-11 as three of the
starters swept all of their bouts. They were
All American Steve Renshaw, Jay
Thomas, and Don Fletcher.
But the Tigers had their hands full
against Maryland as the Terps tied the
match at 10 all, threatening Clemson's
hopes of an ACC clean sweep. The Tigers
then answered the challenge by winning
six of the last seven matches to take a 16-11
victory.
Coach Poteat cited his number-three
men in each weapon for outstanding efforts as a key to the victory. These are
freshmen Mark Wasserman and Don

portance of his number-three men in the
Maryland meet. "If they had not fenced so
well, the match could have easily gone to
Maryland 14-13."
He also praised his sabre team. "Our
sabre team had its usual outstanding day;
they dominated Maryland as they have
every other ACC team this year.''

Kraeuter and sophomore David Jacobson.
Poteat went on to emphasize the imA note of interest in the Maryland match
was the fact that Craig Vecchione, the
most improved fencer on the team,
defeated the Terp's most highly regarded
member. He defeated Brad Thomas 5-1 in

Poteat said of Maryland, "Before I
would have said it was between us and
them for the championship. Now I would
one of his bouts. Brad Thomas has made it
to the men's national championship finals
for the past three years.

said it was just us since we've already
beaten them." Poteat is speaking of the
tournament Feb. 24 championship ACC
which will decide the conference title. The
regular-season championship has no bearing on the Carmichael Cup standings.
Speaking of the award, the Tiger fencers
are sell aware of the importance of a
championship in their sport. Poteat said of
his team, "The first thing in their minds

was to be the ACC champs. They decided
they wanted it back in September, and
they have really worked hard all year to
reach their goal. They second thing is that
it would help in winning the cup and would
prove to everyone that Clemson has the
best athletic program in the conference."
Looking ahead to the tournament, it will
not be easy for the Tigers. But Poteat insists there will be no morale let-down,
"sure, it will be tough for them. They have
already proven they're the best, but they
know they have to win in the tournament.
The thing is, other opponents have nothing
to lose and everything to gain, which really
makes winning the regular season a disadvantage if nothing else. They know if they
lose everybody will say they choked, and
that's a label nobody wants."
Poteat was full of praise for his team.
"Sometimes in practice I like to watch
them, and I can't wait to turn them loose
on someone else. Very few teams can
stganduptoours."
This sounds especially good for the
Clemson fencing team because three of the
starters are freshman and three are
sophomores. Only two out of the starting
nine are seniors. Poteat accounts for their
early season loss to second rated Penn by
their lack of experience. "We would like to
rematch Penn because it was the seventh
match in the season, and we have come a
long way in the maturity department since
then."
In conclusion Poteat commented, "The
future looks bright for us—the past wasn't
a slouch either."
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Clemson matmen defeat Kentucky and Toledo
By John Shores
Sports Writer
The University of Kentucky at Lexington
was the sight of two run-away victories for
the Clemson wrestling team. First came
the conquest of Kentucky on Friday. The
Tigers followed this act by un-doing of
Toledo University on Saturday.
In the Kentucky match, the grapplers
recorded a lopsided 34-9 score. Larry
Cohen of the 118-pound class and
heavyweight Alan Tanner won their matches by forfeit. The bulk of the scoring
came on victories by the following: George
Prieston (134 lbs), Brad Perry (150 lbs),
Mark Lowe (158 lbs), Time Deanat (167
lbs), and Noel Loban (177 lbs).

Steve Banach won the 191 pound class.
Mark Lowe came in with the match's only
pin when he finished off Kentucky's Fred
Ringo in three minutes, eight seconds.
On Saturday, the Tigers made a repeat
performance by handing Toledo University a 40-10 defeat. Again, heavyweight Alan
Tanner won his match by forfeit. This lipped the mid-season All-American's record
to 22-3. Steve Banach pinned his opponent,
Toledo's Noel Abood, in two minutes, 30
seconds. Other winners for the Clemson
wrestlers were Larry Cohen, Dan
Desimore, Glen Muncy, Mark Lowe, Tim
Dean, and Noel Loban. With the two victories, the season's record boasts an 8-2-1
mark.

Right now, Coach Wade Schalles and the
team are busying themselves in preparation for the ACC championship matches.
"We're doing alright so far. We've got five
more matches and then the ACC matches," said Schalles.
On Saturday, Feb. 10, the Tigers will
host a quadrangular match with the teams
from Furman, South Carolina State, and
Appalachian State. The activities begin at
1 p.m. On Friday, Feb. 17, N C State plays
host to Clemson. This is the only conference match left on the schedule before
the ACC Championship, so it is very important to the team.
Assistant Coach Chuck Coryea feels that
this match is the biggest dual match of the

Those students who applied for ticket
books to the Atlantic Coast Conference
basketball tournament can pay for their
books at the Jervey Athletic Center tickt
office before. Feb. 9.

Do you think you can draw,
photograph or write better
than these guys?
Come up to the 9th Level
and show us.

Ruggers burn Fort
As it has been for the past 10 years, it
was Jimmy Howard's toe that provided
most of the punch in the Clemson Rugby
Club's victory over an old nemesis Fort
Benning. Howard kicked five times for 14
points as the "A" team beat the Army
Fliers 18-7 last Saturday at Columbus, Ga.
Although Clemson got strong performances from Bert Norton, Frank Archibald, Bobby Clary, Wayne Smith, and
Billy Hargest, among others, only two
Tiger ruggers besides Howard scored.
Fleet wing forward Scott Higgins scored
a try in each game, and Marc Zimmerman

year for the team. Clemson, NC State, and
North Carolina, who edged by Clemson in
Littlejohn earlier this year, are the
strongest contenders for the title.
This year, the ACC championship will be
held here at Clemson, in Littlejohn Coliseum. On Friday, Feb. 23, the action
begins at 1 p.m. The championship finals
begin at 3 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 24 with
Clemson possibly having five or more top
seeded wrestlers.

kicked for five points in the second game.
As usual, Fort Benning played true to its
colors, black and blue. When the minutes
of injury time were totaled, however,
Clemson gave better than it took against
the bigger Columbus squad. Benning now
owns an even record with the Tigers in
four meetings over the past five years.
The Tiger "B" side won 9-0 over the Army second side. Clemson is now
undefeated after three games. This Saturday the ruggers will travel to Athens to
play always powerful Georgia.

the tiger

PRESENTS
DISCO
With Tommy, D.M., Our Resident Disco Magician
Wednesday

Happy Hour AH Night

Thursday

Hourly Keg Bash (9-lO-ii p.m.)
Happy Hour at Beer Bar

($1.00 Cover)
($1.00 Cover)

NO COVER

I

Friday ANDERSON COUNTY BOND NIGHT
(1.00 Cover^
Saturday Student, Don't Forget to Bring Your Corporate
Bonds For Free Admission.

($1.00 Otherwise)

Wed. & Thurs. from 7:00 til 8:00 p.m.
or after Basketball games with stubCORPORATE

50*

SPECIAL:

Sandwich (or Hamburger) PLUS Draft ($1.15 Value)
Wednesday-Saturday (7:00-8:00 p.m.)
(Happy Hour Prices on other Bar Drinks)

